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ABSTRACT

The demographics of higher education over the next twenty years
comprise, for most educators,'a dismal prospect. In,composite terms,
births sharply declined after the so-called "baby boom;" therefore,
cohorts of college-aged peoRle two decades later will also decline;
therefore, jobs for university teacherS, especially for new hires,
will decline; and this last decline may lead to unfortunate losses
in scholarship and research. Since scholarship and research .aret clas-
sic examples of "pwblic goods," the problem may be one that calls for 4
action by the federal 'government% As wgll as by the universities them-
selves.

, This train of redlsoning has captured the imagination of a growing
number of professors, university administrators, and foundation offi-
cials. Dramatic terms such as "Lost, Generation" are used to describe
those whokwill not enter teaching and research fora lack of jobs.

Would the likejy decline in hiring, perhaps especially qrave at
the tenured level and in certain 4isciplines, have deleterious effects

6 on research? Would the best yoUng people avoid preOaration_for Aca-
demic careers? Might there be a c se for governmental action? For

eXample, might it make sense for the government to subsidize (for a
fixed number of years) the creation of enough new tenuc'ed positions
to keep up the flow of the best young alent?

2Chapter'I of the report juxtap s the "stron6 argument" for .

governmental action with a hostile ngressional attitude toward.
governmental action in general and toward aid to higher education
and research in paticular. The Orong argument has-four steps:

1. Research is a Oubiic good.

2. 'Falling university enrollments will lead to fewer jobs in,
academia, especially for young scholars. The result will
harm research and scholarship (and higher education more
broadly).

3. Universities cannot (will not, should not) respond efficiently.

4. Therefore, governmental interventiOn is warranted.

Chapter II attempts to summarize the evidence on the pending de-
cline. The'over-all academic labor market is important, even though
our interest ts in the very best scholars at the finest institutions,
because the probability of obtaining academic eMployment is likely to
affect the educational choices of the very abie.

1 Projections of acadeMic demand mork this way. From projections
of dumbers of people of college age at various points In time, efforts
are made tb estimate enrollments. There is large uncertainty in these
estimateS, because participation rates vary,,older age groups.may in- ,

creasingly enter or reenter higher edu6ation, and foreign students are
growinl in importance (see Figure 2, p. 9). Then, from these enroll-

.
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ment projections, an attempt is made to calcuTate the total demand
for faculty; from this estimate of ,total demand and information qbout
'the" age structure of current faculty; guesses ore made about the de-

mond for new faculty members. These two steps involve many 'asSuip,-.

tions, each containing considerableuncertainty. The resulting pro-

jections are far from Tobust (see, for example, Figure 5, p. 19,
which ignofTs'the uncertainty represented in Figure 2). Qualitatively,'

higher education will probably decline.in size, but enrollmerits should '

not go below the levels of the early 1970's,and new hiresimAy resemble
those in the late 19501s. The number of tenured openingslPill,be about
the same as the number of new. hires (see-table 3, p, 24). The'dramatic
declines'Orophesied by some analysts are .(4) enormously uncertain and
(b)`-only "dramatic" if the worst is assumed and, if compared to the,
dramatic' trebling of higher education ih the 19-60's. Unfortunately,

disaggre2ated projections are currentlY unavailableby field, type
of position% or tyPe of institution.

(Chapter III-briefly consider§ the nature of university research"

s a public good. Chapter IV4 a lengthy one, considers various as-

petts, of this question: ,"Suppose there is a declifie in the hiring of,
young academicians., What would be the effects on research and teaching?

For one thin§, simply the humber of people in university jobs
would decline. The decline in university research output, however, .

would not be proportional to the decline in jobs, but much less.
Will the quality of those entering academip fail? Even from a'

strictly ecohomic point of view, the most'able 'will be piloportionally
more likely to continue entering academic careers; addfng ther'strongee
non-economic motivation towar:d'academia Strengthens-the tendency.. But
in absolute rather than relative terms, too many top young people may
switch. fields or careers because of thek,impending decline in university-

based jobs. So far, however, this does hot seem to have taken place,
k basea on the scant data available% A

But will there not be a compensating increase in research jobs?

Suppose research funding stays about the same and teaching/research
jobs decline; will not new, reseArch-oriented.jobs automatically be
created? Will research therefore not suffer at all? Thee questions
ar;e seldom addressed in current policy,discussions. Indecisive argu-
ments about the synergy between teaching and research 4re discussed.
Regarding another related issue,°the eiistence of scale effects of
"critical mass" in university research, it appears that a declihe
would not hurt research by forcing departments below the critical

size needed to produce first-class work.
What about the "vintage effect" (in the sense of technology

rather than wine), which posits that young scholars are more pro-
ductive and therefore the hiring decline would be perticularly harm-
ful?,'Surprisingly, recent studies enable one to conclude that
younger researchers.are not disproportionately productive.

Chapter IV leads one to doubtmany of the arguments often taken
for granted about the Aleterious effects of a decline. Only one ,

finding falls on-the opposite side: that current techniques for identi-
fying future academic Stars before gradu#te school (or even during it)
.are surprisingly ineffective.- Several rOcerit studies indicate thatt
among the-current poolS of applicants, we do hot know how to find the

most able. Thus, large cutbacks in gradulate school enrollments will
tend to cut-back the very able, even if fhey are proportionally more
likely to apply.



Chapter,N evaluates various arguments about the inability of uni-
versities to adjust optimally to the decline. Why is this.a matter

for public policy? Why doesh't the market "work?"' None of the argu,

ments,is as simple a'nd straightforWard as-widely presumed.
Finally, Chapter VI considers,.in a very cursory manner,ivarious

governmental interventions, The idea of temporary governmental subsi-

dies for additional 'tenured openings fares well, ompired to the others,

although the_mechanics of implementing it are.problematic and its cost 4

is.likely to be quite high (perhaps more than $100 millioniper year).- `

In conclusion caution is urged on this issue. It doA not seem

opportuneipow, with the empirical unknowns and the political niggard-
. liness, trpropose governmental initiatives. In two.years or sa; more

facts and a better climate may lead to a more successful call to action
Right how the need is for a, warning note, an identification of the key
'factual questions needing work, and a careful discussion,.inevitably
unctrtain and vVue-laden,-rof the effects of a hypothetical decline.

s.
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1

It 1\were asked what are the most important qualities
a young marl\or woman can bring to public life and the par-
ticipation irNublic-affairs, I would say first, a sound
knowledge of English composition;,second, a modestly exact
acquaintance with441e birth rate.'

The demographics of higher education over.the next-twenty years

comprise,'for most educators, a dismal prospect. In comojte terms,

whjch me Shall attempt in a moment to unpack,'births have shown-a

sharp decline after the so!-called."baby boom;" therefore, cohorts

of college-aged people two decades later Will also decline;" therefore,

jobs for universityteachers, especially for newiliresi will decline;

and this last decline may lead to unfortunate losses in scholarship

and research. Since scholarship and research'are classic example,s,

of "public goods," the problem,may be one that calls 'for action by

the federal government, as well as by the universities themselves.

This train of reasoning has captured the imagination of a .

growing number of professors, university administrators, 6d founda-

tion officials. Dramatic Urals such as "Lost Generation" are used

to describe those who will notenter teaching and research for a

lack of jobs.
2

Scientists fume over the prospeceof unemployed
.\

A '
1 Daniel Patrick Moynihan, "The Most Tmportant Decision4laking proctss,"
Policy Review, No. 1, Summer 1977,.pp. 89-90..

2
Roy Radner and Charlotte V. Kuh,. PreservinR a Lost Generatiod: Policies

to Assure a Steady Flow of Young Schdrars Until the Year 20G0, Carnegie

Couneil on Policy Studies In Higher Education,'processed, October 1978.

1.
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Ph.D.'s; the Nixon-era Science Indicators 1972 is even accused

n3
later of a 4over-up" of thts "tragic problem.

But mar, federal pollicymakers are less inclined to think th'e

r

`problem serious if serious, a federal problem. Other*"businesses",

,

besides education display cycles of boom and bust, but only occasion-
.

ally is governmental action thought to be an appropriate response.

Regarding Congressional attitudes toward the "public good" of

fedei'ally supported univeesity research, House Staff member Sohn

Holmfeld notes: .

In recent years, however, the pendulum has begun to swing
back once`again--the r8u1t of no single issue but of a
pervasive seue on Capitol Hill and among the public that
our money could be better spent..,Some obervers doubt that

much current research will ever prove useful.,...The.questipn
is whether a laege percentage of scientific research placed
in the common reservoir of knowledge ever.emerges again.'

Evep research specifica pplied to policy questions iS qu5stioned--

"even by applied researchers.
5

The "golden age" of university research

in.the 1950i s and 1960's is now frequently viewed as an'overexPans'ion:

too much promised, to quickly, by too many academicians. So,

when university men gow complain of an impending decline, it is no

/

3
"A report that underplays,the highly vislible and.personally often

tragic probleN of unemployment and underemployment risks the label of
cover-up, the more so as:the claim was made that the indicators would '

reflect impacts.on the 'qUality of )ife.'" Gerald Horton, The( Scientific

Imagination: Case Stfidies, Cambridge, Cambridge University Tress, '191-, p. 210.

4
John D. Holmfeld, "Dilemmas down the Road," w_Lisszljualerly, vol. 11,

'No. 3, Summer-1978, p. 76-7.
5For an example among many recent works, see Laurence Lynn, ed., Knowledge

and Policy, Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1978.
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wonder that many policymakersiare skeptical. Is the,deetine rea)?

When will it impinge? How will it affect research and teaching?

Why cannotiuniversities take the necessary steps to ameliorate,

the problem? jf the federal government could do something to

how could it be sure it would not create yet another self-perpetuating

"temporary" ure?

In this c imate, university officials
P
must be especially hard-.:

,

headed. Their,description of the possible trends and the consequences

shOuld stress the unknowns and uncertainties. Hypothesized relations---4

for examples, betWeeo declining numbers of academic jobs and a con-

sequent decline in the 0-oportion of the very ableientering atademic

careerS--must be put u front and examined carefrilly, rather that)

aSsumed to be simple facts. Alternative policieS..muSt be outlined without-

oversimplifying dr.,claiming 'too much. Th.eSe obvious warnings are

1

worth r ,ting only becau e mar" current analyses seem to'overlook them.

This paper examines somt of the current evidence on the prospec-
t

tive decline on'the labor rarket for Ph.D. s. It focu§ses not on'the

laggregate problem of unemplovment that may ensue, but on the effects

of the decline in academic hires in the quantity and quality of'

scholarship andrescarch.

s After posing "the strong argument" for considering this issue a

matter'for public policy, the paper in turn examines ,the argument's

four components:

"'""-- _1

A

4
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Basic esearch is a "publfc good," in whose production

American universities play a critical role.

The cutback in doctoral hiring Will weaken basic research,

through_a reduCtion in the scientifi.c and sctidlaily work-

force, a decline in quality of those entering that woqforce,

and a laCk of v.Nor resulting from a disprcoportionate lack

of young scientists and scholars.

.
Universifies Cannot (will not, should not) oyercome the

.problem themselves (as, foi' example(by simply hirOg more\

young scientists and scholars).

's Certain governmental actions, could greatly ameliorate the
. II

0
problem, without creating new problems or foregoing too

many benefits (as, the benefits of those-who-wou1d-be4h.D.'s

enterir other socially useful occupations).
A

4
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.When an organization is'.unable to attract outstanding
new participants,it suffers a reduction in the input-
of new ideas and in the supply of future leaders. .As
a result, the cadre of experienced people available
for promotion to the top positioris inithe organization
may nOt tontain the number of.high quNlity ind5iduals
desired'. The univwity may, be forced to look outside
for individuals for top prof ssorships, for example.
Thus, the prObability of att4Iining.a top post for'
.thosemithin the organizatiO" is reduced further, and
the job of'attraGting bright young peoplecinto the
organization-is made even more rliffitult.°

The number of Americans of collelge age--say, thpse eighteen

years old--is easy to predict for every year up fo eighteen,years

410'

hence. Beyond tHat point, predictions are shaky, particularly

because gime experts believe that man women are now postponing

. childbirth and that a "baby boom1et"iiay be on the way.7 Figure 1

provides what can safely be pradiCte from known births, s well as

.

several projections of ,what might h en thereafter., As an example,

-note that the pool of eighteen-year-o ds'in 1993 will be about 25

percent less than in 1975.

. UndergradUate enrollments,are a unction of'tpe number of

, eighteen-yearl,blds,.but.they also dep nd on pther variables.

Participation rates among eighteen-year-oldS' have varied Over time;

ihey seem to'respond ta economic forces suell as college costs, earnings

differentials, and the opportunity cdst of,foregone earnings while a

student. Experts disagree.about future rates of participation,.

..

6
-Richard Mo. Cyert, "The Management of Universities of. Cogstant or.

'Decrnsing Siie," Public Adminfstration Reiiew, V01.38, No. 4, July/
August 1978, 0. 34.6.

7
Arthur A. Campbell, "Boom to Birth Dearth ind Beyond," The Annals,
Vol. 435, January 1978.

8
For example, Richard.8. Freeman, Th.e OveNducated American, New York,

Academic Press, 1976.

itv
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Boweh predicts. 1' bbom during the 1980s and 1990's due to much ;

ht.gher participation rates; he bases his argument on thi greater

impo'rtance,of higher education in an increasingly "servite-oriented"

.

bcon-omy. qIher's note a'recent detine4,in participation.rates among
... a

f college-aged youths; ..

kT I e fel in enrollments from the middle and upper 'cla,sses

re resents a Major charge in the traditional pattern of

.
intergeperational mobility;- for the first time, large

numbers of young perSons appeared likely to obtain less
schooling,and utenti'ally lower.occupational status than..

their parents. '
4

.0therfactors, will alsb'affect enrollment in universities.

Othe;,?,ge _groups increas gly attend college-level courses, es'peciapy

on'a part-time.basis. Fu'okure prediotions are, to mylknowledgel

unavaiLable. Fore'ighers are likely to become an increasingly large '

proportion of the college population., hi 1976-77, the most recent

year,.Ths(' whiCh figures are ava' ilable, foriOgn studenls enrolled in
.

(U.S. increased by 13 percent to)a total of 203,000. In the pact-
.

decade; that number has more than doubled.
11'

Again, pnedictions
/1

of future enrollments )o not seem to exist. Studies that overlook 4

-growth in these two sources of students, however, probably under- '.

6

estimate future enrollments.

0-

9Bowen avoids flat predictions, but argues that "the higher education
industry might"well double or treble in size during the Mance of'this

century." Hckard R. Bowen, "Higher Education: A Growth Industry?,"

Educational Record, Vol. 55, Ro. 3, Summer'1974, p. 157.

1
.°Ricilard B. Erevan, The Declining_ Economic Value of Higher Education

and the-American.ocial System,- -Aspen Inst:Rae for HumanAtic Seudies,

p- 8.
"Alfred C. Juljaff and Robert E. Slattery, Open'Doors 1975/6-1976/7,
NeW York, Institute of InternatiOnal Education, 1978, pp. 5-6. According
to another'recent reput, 256 doctorate-graftting institutions A the
United States enrolled,More than 76,000 non-immigrant foreign students

'from developing countries in 1977-78, igher Educat)on,Panel, Scientific

and Technical Cooperation with Develó na C9untries, 1977-78,,American
Council on Education,,Vashington, D.C., 197i. )'' 14 ,
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Allan eartterOs sev.1. projections Of r gpte undergrduate
4 -

'enrollments,rare provided in Figure 2:..Figure 3, provfide0 by Roj

Al'adner andwChdriotte'kltuh., pl'acjs the deCiine in:perspectio by
.

comparing theirprojectio6 with trine extriordinary growth:in enrcell-

4.

,

ments
4

that took pl.ace in the 1950's and f960's. Atrthe lowest point;)

enrollment is still above any enrollment figure of 1975 or befere.-

During the 1960's, "a 50-percent increase in ess than a decade in

the size of the colleges was accompanied by a More than 100-percent

increase in the size of the graduate schools."
12

(In.fact, between

1960 and 1970 graduate enrolilment grew by 153 percent.
13

) The

declinin9 picture of most of the 1980's and 1990's'is especially

hard for:universities after having expanded so enormously in the

immediate past.

Other sorts of enrollments also affect the job market for new

teachers. Figure 4 gives Carrer's "best gueSses" for several kinds

of enrollment figurgs over time.
14, r I ..,

44 It is worth emphasizing what several experts say about the un-

certainty of these projectionsuncertainties that are often.by-
,/

passed in quick statements of the issues, and occasionally glossed

over in longer treatments. KoWneth Deitch writes:

12
Nathan Keyfitz, ',the Impending Crisis in American Graduate Schools,"

The Public Interest, Vol. 52,.June 1978, p.. 90.

413Allan Cartte;-, Ph.D.'S and the Academic Labor Meket, New York,
McGraw-Hill,'19,76, pp. 74-5.

15
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Figure 2

PROJECTED FULL-TIMC EQUIVALENT UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE-CREDIT ENROLLMENT TO 2000 UNDER

FIVE ALTERNATIVES (in Thousands) 7
(Cartter, 1976, p. 67)

\
rolociedFTE undergradute derflain-undh annaihnant to 2000

under Ifve altatnithon (In thousands)

7,500

7,400

5,500

5,000

/f 11 1
1 1

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Year'

Note: Cartter said: "...the author feels at this tiMe that C is
the most likely enrollment path, that B and D are within a reasonably
high probability range, and that A and E are rather unprobable extremes"
(p. 65). For a description of the altneratives' assumptions, see pp. 55-7.
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-figure 4. .CARTTER'S BEST GUESSES
PPR VARI6US TYPES OF ENROLLMENT OVER TIME

*duet end projected PIE enrolment

Non-
degree
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enrollment
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Four-year college

I
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Two-year college

I/
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undergraduate
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. Source: Cartter, 1976, p. 91
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What.is in store for enrollment? This question

brings to mind the answer once given to the question,

'What will the Stock-market do?" The answer--the only

answer in which pne can have great donfidence--was, "It

will fluctuate." Obviously no one knOws for sure what

will happen to enrallalbnt. The range of possibilities 14

receiving serious attention contaids enormous variat' '

.Professor,Nathan,Keyfltz Tieclares that the 4MemOon or cOntracti

of higher education'is "anyone's guess" (private conversationY.

FrOMtsEnrollments to Hiring

The uncertainties become even more pronoUnced when one tries

to reason from enrollments to new faculty hires (and from enroll-

ments to tenured openings). First, we-shall examine some general ideas

behind the linkage of enrollments to academic jobs. Then, in the

contexf.pf the most recent and sophisticated'aggregate projections,

perform9d by Luis Fernandez, Charlotte V. Kuh, and Roy Radner, we

shall attempt to specify the uncertainties:in detail. Projections

disaggregated by academic field or by type of univerlity are extremely

hard to find. 4

Allan Cartter, Richard Freeman, and others compare the hiring of

faculty to the demand for investment goods--a "derivpd demd" that

'.

depends on the rate of chary in.enrollments.
15

Thl;tenure,systevis

. lb.

what makes the a structure of faculty and the rate.ofse)cpansion the

) ' 1, '
.

key parameters n hirin9 faculty. Sevgral assumptiOns are

14
Kenneth M. DeitTh, Some A ects 47. tli4 Econpmics of Higher Educatl

Sloan Commission on Governme t and Rijhb' Education, Rrocesed, January

1978. This manuscripris eXtremely useful. . r
15
Cartter, o . cit p. 2; Richard B. Freeman, "The Job Market for '

College Fcu1ty,VDiscussion Paper 596, Harvard TnstitUte 6f lEconomic

Research, December 1977 )pp.?4-28.
1

t

20
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V
.

"
impOrtaht even in the simplest model: student/teacher ratio's

are constant (the uSual number ratio Is l7:1), the number of

a

faclty demanded ls linearly related to a, single parleter called

"wages," faculty,retirement rates/are constet and can be reOre-

sented with a single parametet4. Then:

Total faculty demand = (student/teacher ratio) (enrollment)

- (some ConStant) (wagest

d
In,ymbols: F= aE - bW, New faculty demand is equal to 'the total

faCulty in time t+1 minus the total faculty in time t leis the

number who retird--in symbols,

NFt+1d F.+, - (1 - A) Ft = aE - bW - 1(1 - F

Where A is the prOportion of faculfy leavine,acadeMia through

rkirement or otherwise." In equilibrium, Ft =dEt - bW
t
and..

A
11,

t+1
cE

t+1
- bW

t+1'
so

N
t+1.

=aAE-bAW+ AFt.

re AE is the change imenrollMents between the two periods. This

imple accelerator'model makes the demand for new faculty dependent

on changes in enrollments. And this is the reasoning behind the

projections of large fluctuations in new faculty hires in the 1980's

and 1990's; apart from the decline, instability from year to year is

prOlected.
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Before considering some estimates of thp decline and the

instability,.it is worth emphasizing,some of the key'parameters

sed to connect enrollment to the demand for faculty: student- .

aculty ratios,' (rela6ve) faculty salaries, rates for retirement

Apd "net out-migration" from academia, the proportion 'of new hires -cs,

that will not ha e Ph.D.'s, and promotion-rates. Thus, on top of

all the uncertaintieS.of the enrollmmt-projections, orle now faces

* added uncertainties in each of the other parameters: Any single

projection is lisleading, even in a fairly simple aggregated flodel.

(The effects of aggregating acrosNS-,all schools, all fields, and all

scholars also introduces "uncertainty,

paper.)

, Luis Fernandez has recently Produced an aggeqe model of the,

academic demand for,Ph.D.'s till the year 2000.
16

Fertndez uses

discussed latdr in the

updated Census Bureau estimates of age cohorts (1977 Serie II),

along with all of Cartter's assumptions about factors affecting

enrollment amopg that cohort, in order to create revised enrollment

estimates (pp. 14-16). Then, he varies each of the parameters

mentioned in the previous paragraph, one at a iime,,over what he

\believes a "best gues§" and two more extreme.va4uts. Several of

his parameters, in my opinion, are not varied far enough. And he

does not provide an over-all "confidence interval" that assumes all

1
6Luis Fernandez, U.S. Faculty After the Boom: Demographic

Projections to 2000, Carnegie Council on *icy Studies in Higher
Education, April 1978 (revised verSion issued November 1978) , processed.

.22

-
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the parameters varied, at once. \Th-je result is what I-believe
\
.

%
-

. are misleadingly' precise and
robuSt\estimates of aggregace demand.

/

Two.examples of.not varying the P'arameterS enougK are wtrih
. 4

.

citin9.. First, to my surprise at least, Fernandez shows that tn

,.

1975 even atjout-year,colleges and universit\ies, on1Pabout 50

..

percent of fuTl-time faculty had doctorates.
17 He assuMes, without

supporting argument, that the hIghest percentage that could be

reached by the year 2000 would be 65 percent (Table 2-8, p. 22); '

and, letting faculty-student ratios also vary, he assumes that the

highest doctoral faculty-student ratio would reach only 0.036, and

this by the 'year 2000. The current figure is about 0.031.. This

assumption)seems bioo restrictive. Doctoral Wages are likely to
r

fall in the 1980's up:1'1990"s, a time Of e4ess supply. One might

r
imagW tha\75 to 90 percent of new,hires, at four-yearinstitutions

would halit doctoral degrees. Alta are not availabl(3 to enabld me .

to caltylate the doctoral faNky-student"latio implied.

Second,Fernandez assumes too low an upper.limit on what he

calls "neeqU'its"--that-is,-retirements
plus'tfie 'net flow of academics

itoi9ther lobs. His high ratet of net quits per year."in the peak

year" (assumed to be 1986) are 0.02 for tenurecrfaculty and 0.91

for non-tenured faculty (p. 64). For the high estima4, he assumes

that quit rates will rise to that level from.assumed 1975' levels of

17'
He estimates full-time faculty at four-year institutions in 1975

to have been 370,000 and the number of full-time faculty with dqctorates

attqsuch institutions to have been 188,561. "Hence...the percentage of

full-time faculty with doctorates is 50.5%" (p. 19)--actually, to one

decimal place it is 51.0%.
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0 005 and'O.W resperstive130.-and,'questionab1y, that afte'r

1986, quit rates will ,decltne and smoothly fall back to the 1975
4

levels.by 1995, remaini4constant,thereafter. Fernandez offers

ho support for these assumption's. Everyone may'have his own
p.

opinion on this matte0L/but Cartter and Freeman have shown that

/
.

4

"net'quits" increase in time§ of a poor labor market for academics.

A mbre useful,I.Apper bound for the lean years from the middle 1980's
Is

to the middle-1990's, it seems to me, is P.03 for both tenured and

non-tenured faculty. Cartter shows that reasonable variations in

this ope variable lead to projections of new hires differing by a

factor of 5 or 6,by 1985 (op. cit., p. 170). Again, not having

the Fernandez data tapes nor his .computer prograMS precludes a

detailed examination of changing these upper bounds.

Enormbus Uncertainties

Nonetheless, ustng his own bounds, one can construct projections

that, in my opinion, more accurately reflect the uncertainties. Tables

1 and 2'and Figure 5 provide a crude depiction of upper and lower

bounds on new hires--crude not least hecause they do not take into

account the'uncertainty in enrollment projections alluded to:earlier.

In constructing'Figure 5, I have aggregated the individual effects

16.
of the variation in Fernandez' parameters, using his choice for 'high"

11'

.and "low" values for each variable. One ,ggregation was done by

.crudely assuming that the individual percentage effects of moving each

variable-to its high or low value may occur simultaneously. This

assumes that the percentage effect of different quit rates does not
it*

24
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rable 1

PERCENTAGE 'CHANGES IN NEW DOCTORAL 'HIRES UNDER FERNA DEZ'

it. . VARIOUS "HIGH", AND "LOW" ASSUMPTIONS

4

*
o

fr

Year
Mand.

Retire.

\
-"Low" t-X%)

Non-Tehured Tenured
Quits Quits

Promo.

Rate DFSR . e Baseline ,DFSR

"High" (+X%)

Promo. Tedured Pon-Tentlred Mand.
Rate , QuitS Quits ....... Retire.

1976 - 0
.

+2 1 o 8
-`t;\

'9,300 7 -0 . 2 8 , 0
' 0 1 2 o 9,200 7 0 3, 10 o

2 4 2 0 10 . 9,600 8 1 e, 5 11 1

. 3 6 3 1 . 10 10,600 8 1 e . 12
.

1.

1980 4 9 4 1 11 10,700 . 8 2 8 14 '2

7 13 6 1 13 . 9,500 10 3 3-1 18 3
7 16 7 2 14

A 9,300 11 4 ..`----14 , 21 4
8 22 10 3 18 7,800 13 7 20 27 4
9 . 13 5 20 04.7,200 15 10 24 31 4

1985 12 i6 18 8 26 5,600 20 20 36 42

.

6
. _

12 33 19 10 26 5,700 20 26 36 39 6
9 22 13 9 21 7,300 . 16 23' 25 27 4
8 16 10 . 7 18 8,900 14 20 19 20 3
6 .12 7 - 6 16 10,200 12 17 14 17 3

1990 11 19 10 8 23 5,800 18 ,' 26 . 20 28 5

19 24 . 14 11 33 3,400 26' 37 28 40 9
21 15 10 10 30 / 3,500 23 36 20 10 10

,14 6 5 7 22 5,100 17 23 10 . 16 7
.. 10 2 2 5 . 18 6,500 13 16 -4 10 5.

1995 . 8 +1 0 4 17 6000 13' 15 14 9 4

7 0 o 3 15 .8,300 11 11 -2 o 3
5 * 0 o 2 13 10,500 10 9 -2 o 2
4 o o 1 12 14,200 10 6 -2 o 2
3 . 0 +1 1 13 ett5,000

.
10 5 -2 0" 2 ....--.

2000 3 0 +1 2
,

13 15;70'0 10 3 1: -2 '0 2
.....
..4

% .

Note: Al 1 figures have been rounded. DFSR -,- doctoral faculty-student, ratio. Promo. rate = rate of promotion to. tenurE.
l'Oured quits = estimates of net outflows of tenured faculty through retireMent or leaving academia.- Non-tenured quits
are defined coi-respondingly. Mand. retire. = estimates of the effect-of diflherent unOersity reactions to the chanr in '

the mandatory retirement age (the "high" estimate assumes that the effective pattern-of retirement is not changed from
the current one). , All assumptio4s and estimates are Fernandez' . "'tote that .uncertainty iR enrollment figures is not
included. here.

. tt'........

411k e t i .
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'Table 2

.ST

./

COMBINED "HIGH" AND "LOW" PROJEC (IONS OF NEW DOCTORAL

HIRrS BVFOUP,EAR ACADEMIC iNSTITUTIONS

4

Additive
(Lo4)

Multiplicative

' (High) .

'Multiplicativd' Additive

1Low tomb ed

Estimate _ (%)

Ii
Low -.

Estimate

Combined

.Low 04)

,-

Baseline

lombined
High (%)

,

High
Estimate4

1"--v

.

Combined
High (%)

High
,Estimate

1976

1980

8,600
.8;100

7, 0
8, 00
7,600

. ',,

-12

-48

-29

8 , 600

8,100
.8,000

8,400
7,900

- 7

-12
-17h'.

-2)

-26

'

9,300 .

9,200
9,600
10,600'

'' 10,700

18

21

de- 28

31

38

.

11,000

11,200
12,300
14,060

14,800

'c',20

4

17

18 ,

28
34

10,900
11,000

11,300
-13,600
14,300'

11485

5,700
5,000
3,000
1,900

0

-40

-46

-61

-73

-100

6,200
5,700
4,000
3,200
1,800

,

-34
-39

14T
-55

-69

9,500
9,300
7,800

7,200
5,600

A, 53

4110.' 66

92!

114

195

14,00
15,400w

14,900
15,400'

16,500

.

'45

54

.71
84

124

.13,800
14,300

. 13,300
13,200
12,500,

1.990

0

1,900

3,600'

'5,400
1,700

-100

-74

-59

-47

-71
I.

1,800

3,200
4,700

6,200
2,700

! , -68

.-56

-47

-39

-54

5,700

7,300
8,900

10,200

5,800

203'.

136

101

480 ,

, 140

17,300

47,200
17,900

18,400
13,900.

127

95
76

63

87

12,960
14,200
15,700

16,600.

10,800

1995',

' 0

500

2,300
4,100

4,300

-101

-86

-54

-37

-28

1100
1,300

2,800

4,000

-68

-62
-44

-33

. -26

3,400

3,500
5,100
6,500

_6,000

237
137'

96

57

49'

11,500
10,000
10,000
lo,4po

8,goo

140

119
'73

48

42

8,200
7,700
8i'300

9,600

,500
.

1 ;

.2000

8,400

11,800
12,600
.12,900

-25

-20

-17

-16

-18

6,400
8,500
11,900

12,700
13,100

-23

-19

-!16'

-16

8,300
10,500

14,200
15,000

15,700
1

24

20

17

15

13

lo,aoo
12,600

16,600

17,300
17,800

23
19

16

15

11

10,200
,12,500
16,500

17.000
17 ,800

4

Source: Author's' computations based on Table 1. Note t hat uncertaint im enrollment figures'is

2"60not included here.

. 4
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-- hi.gh multiplicative

11. high additive.

AleFernandez baseline

lowitultiplicative
- low additiVe

1976 1980 - 1984 t1988 1992 1.996

.
.

Figure 5. NEW DOCTORAL HIRES AT FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS: RUH J.OW, AND BASELINE

PROJECTIONS USING FERNANDEZ' DATA

Note: The variability represented here /not include uncertainty in enrollments.

Calculations and graph by author:

2000
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depend on the percentage effects of, different doctoral student-

faculty ratios. For example, consider 1991. If, as Ferdandez

posits,,28'Percelit more Ph.D.'s are hired when tenured faculty

quit rates are "high" rather than "medium" 79) an if 26 percent

more Ph.Q.'s are hired when the doctoral faculty-student ratio is

"high" rather than "mecHum" (p. 38),
.r
then Ole effect of both being

high instead of medium is assumed to be 1.28 x 1.26 = 1.61, or 61

percient more hires. Such adjustments were made for all the

parameters that Fernandez varied singly, and the results are the

high and low multipliCative projections.
18

Another aggregation was

done by simply adding the Rercentage effectS rather than multiplying

gem: these are the high and low addittve projeOpns.

/Figure 5 shows more accurately than any of Fernandez's graphs

just how uncertain the projections are (contrary to his claim that

they are "fairly robust," p, 4). When- one adds to this result the

fact that this projection ltsumed no uncertainty in enrollment rates,

one appreciates that evv fairly simple, aggregate projections yield

enormouOy different numbers. This is, I believe, an important lesson.

Problems of Aggregation

After spending this effort on aniaggregated model and ascertain-

ing itt large uncertainties., 'it may be frustrating to the point of

of depression to note that, by aggregating and by ignoring
4r %

r

la
. The assumptioq of independenCe may be crityzed for variables like

"t.qhured quit rate" and-"non-tenured quit rate." However,,this does not

neee,sar.gy affeCt-the procedure employed here. The upper bound may still

be precisely the case when both are high, and an estimate of the effect

of toth being high may plausibly be by aggregating the two effects in

the multiplicative way,descrjbed in the text. In the absence of Fernandez'

detailed oodel, this 'crude aggregation of uncertainty iS perhaps the best

way to indicate the lack of robustness in his-projections.

a-
A

29
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many market responses, the model introduceS further inaccuracies

and biases of unknown size. It'is worth:stressing a few of them.
19

First., aggregate models like his and Cartter's group over

fields. Yet, it.is known that'labor market conditions; on both

the demand and supply sides, are dramatically different in, for .

example, physics and history. (More on this point below.)

Second, the model assumes that what happens in'one four-year

college or university is what happens in another. "Since our

tigures are aggregated over all' four-year institutions, most insti-
r,

tutions must be decreasing their staffs" (p. 33; strictly, Fernandez

should say "all"). Fernandez admits:.

(T)here is no reason to believe that our aggregating
over the diverse array of types tof institutions--each

with different growth patterns, age distributions of

faculty, mixtures of teaching and research faculty, ,

links with non-academic employers, ,concepts about

tenure, preferences foi- new doctorate faculty versus

ekperienced non-doctorate faculty, etc.--introduces
only "second-order" ertor (p. 145).

McWe likely than uniform behavior is, say, 200 universities with no

drop at all in enrollment and another 200, perhaps mostly slall

colleges, goin5 out of business altogether. This alternative.to

an equal-sized cutback at each school has quite different implications

for tenured "quit rates," facultyzstudent ratios,
20

time to tenure,

.L

14At the beginning of Appendix 3, Fernandez says, "Once we are confident

that we have done as careful and accurate job'of inferring the likely

consequences of a world operating as we have posited it, we can go on

to the more formidable task of criticizing and amending our simplifica-

tions of reality" (p. 145). Unfortunately, the monograph never does

go on,to that task.
20Fernandez cites Radeler and Miller, who showed "sighificant correlations

between institution characteristics (i.e., the fraction of faculty with

doctorates, the quality of the graduaTeProgram, and average faculty salary)

and the student-faculty ratio" (p. 17; Roy Radner and Leonard S. Miller,

Depand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1975).
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And the attractiveness'to new entrants.of the available jobs.

.
Third, the dqferential quality of new Ph.D.'s,is ignored.

As Fernandez puts it: "In the terminology of Marko(' theory, we

are 'lumping' over quality" (p. 128).; As discussed below, this

strong assumption needs to be broken 4;lown before the academic

effects of a hiring cutback can be evaluated.

J Finally, the model 8suMes what seeths to be rigid'and, short-
74

sighted behavior on the part of colleges and universities, as well

as by the pursuers of new teaching jobs. Radner and Kuh make much

of Uy2-1-6stability in the numbtr of new hires per year; which is

driven in their model and Fernandez' by fluctuations in the birth

rate. They call for a federal program td smooth out the demand (as
. .

we shall see later in the paper). To obtain such fluctuations',.

universities must be assumed to act myopically, without regard to

any estimate of next year's job openings. Universities must be assumed

not to vary faculty-:student ratios in response to the short-term

jumps, leaving all the fluctuatiOnton the hiring side.' Ph.D.

student6 must be'assumed not to.postpone or advance their degree

date based on latipe year-to,year shifts in the market. And the term

"lust generation " may 4pcorrect1y lead readers to infer that a new

Ph.D. who,is not hired immediately upon graduation will be lost to

'\
the academic market forever. But the person not hired 'N a lean

year like,J986 or 1992 may simply wait another year or two, when,

according to the projections, the need for new Ph.D.'s should be much

31
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,greater. The result of foresight among un

(23)

doc- `

toral students, and new Ph.D.'s should be a much smoother curve for

new hires'than cernandez, .Radner, and Kuh posit. (Insofar as much ,

of the worry repreSented in Radntr and Kuh's analysis pertains to

fluctuations in demand, more realistic assumptions, and active steps .

to educate universities about year-to-year swings in enrollment', jnay,

lessen it.)21

Before leaving Fernandez' projections, it is worth citing his

aggregate estimafes of the number of tenured okenings.22 Table 3

rounds off the,figures given by his baseline assumptions.' Notice,

-1

too, how the probability of obtaining tenure varies over time. These

are the only projections of tenUred openings I could find in the pub-
..

lished literature. It should now go without saying that they are
4.

subject to large uncertainties: 'retirement rates, swings in student

interests, enrollment rates, and so forth.

Disaggregated Projections

'ProjeqkionS\disaggregated by fieldvor type of tnstitution are rare'.

e
,(SeveraT-eesearchers are working on this problem, but I have seen no

, such. projections to date;

al- ,Thls obtervation is not weakened by the fact that, in the boom yeaes
of the T960,'s, and before, hiring did show wide swings from year to
year..-BeilaviorAn'a decline, especiallyswhen aided by prior information
aboUt:the yeaely flpctuations, need not be,so erratic.
22

Fernandez, op. cit., 0. 32.

4

4

6
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Table 3

-THE FLOW OF YOUNG DOCTORATES IINTO.THE
TENURED RANKS AT FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS

,?.

J Newly Tenured

i. Year Non-Tenured Faculty Promcition Rate Faculty
,

1976 59,000 0.19 .11,000.

1980 50,000 0.14 7,000

1985 36,000 0.10 4,000 .

1990 37,000 0.12 4,000
.

,

1995 32,060 0414 4,000

2000 61,000 0.10 . 6,000

Note: Figures rounded from Fgrnandez, op.,cit., Table.2-15, p. 32. -

Chr4toph von Rothkirch has recently compOeted a fixed-coefficient A

, 4 ,

model disaggregated by aCademic are
'a

.

23'
It does not, however, address

the question_of the market for new doctorates. What makes it worth

mentioning are the difficult, perhaps inherent problems of making .

disaggregated projections in times of change and in the absence of

sufficient data.

At the heart of his model are two assumptions (1) First-year

graduate enrollment wjll develop according to alternative II in Cartter's

-
aggregated "market response model" and (2) the choice of field and rate's

of degree completion will "asymptotially" follow the trends effective

23Field Disaggregated Analysis and Projections of Graduate Enrollment

and 4igher Degree Production, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies) in

Higher -Education, October 1978, processed.

33
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'from 1969 to 1975 (p. 31). VodRothkirch is' properly cautious in

. his confidence in such extrapolations, especially beyond the next

few years. Perhaps not s'urprisingly, given his bp46psumptions,.

von Rothkirch s extrapolations "confirm hypotheses already raised in

gloa) mbdels'" p. 43), although "(d)isaggregation with respect to

academic fields is especially necessary if a,model is used for the

'evaluation of Policies and the analysis of policy impacts" (p. 3).

Von Rothkirch's extrapolations.are not fully consistent with a market-%

based model, which has students select fields and complete.degrees

strictly according to the relati e,economic rewards of doing so. "As

a possible explanation for these indings We already'mentioned students'

'concern about actual probleak of their physical and social environ-

ments" (p. 43): students study subjects that are academically interest-

ing or socially useful, aO well as considering profitabilitY. "This

hypothesis is, of course, to be tested by means of a disaggregated

, model," the monograph concludes in its last sentence (p. 43).

Conclusions Concerning the Projections

,The admirable energies of these researchers have.provided an

important lesson. Projections of labor market conditions are extremely

.difficult to-produce and, upon completion, almost ineviGbly contain an

enormoul'amount of uncertainty. This point has beenpade repeatedly
1

in assessments of previouS labor market projections for scientists and

for teachers, as well as in evaluations of the state of the art.
24

24
For example, see Anthony Pascal,,ed., Policies for Mid-Life Career

Redirection, The Rand Corporation, 1975.

z
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This is not a plea for agnosticism. The argument can be made

that,the labor market for Ph.D.'s may:show a dramatic decline Over

the next twenty years. The question then must be asked, "What

would the effects be?" Interestingly but perhaps not surprisingly,

, much pore .ittention seems to have been paid to estimating the number

of hires, as compared with analyzing why and how such a decline would

hurt. 4

An'implicci line of reasoning behind many of the expressions of

concern runs something like. this:

(1) Research, especially so-called "basic" research, is a public

, good. So, perhaps jsthe "health" of America's unlversity

system.

(2) A decline in faculty hiring, especially of young people,

will harm research and/or will harm the health of American

universities.

(3) Universities cannot (will not) act effectively to alleviate

that.harm.

(4) Therefore, governmental action is prima facie justified.

This is what I will call the "strong argument" for governmental concern.

The logic seems straightforward, but both concebtual compleXities and

empirical uncertainties abound. The next sections of the paper attempt

to analyze them.
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A

Less than 40 years ag the science-government relation-
ship underwent a radical.c ange. It may be on the verge of

changing once again, as th$ principle of government support
of scjence--mainlfin theuniyersjties--comes under increased
scrutiny. Even ff it does change, we should not forget the
resilience of American stience, whichsmoved,from obscurity to
the front rank in scarcely two generations.'3

The tangled subject of'university research as a public good is

explored in'a number of recent documents. There is no need to
.

recapitulate here what Others have said on this fnteresting and 1.

difficult topic.

Several distinctions may be useful to raise nonetheless. First,

it is more difficult to make the "public good" argument for basic

research in fields like educatior and the social sciences than it is .,

.
in the hard sciences--and the cge for history and' the 'schola ly

humanities may be harder still.
26

Professor Ernest Mayi for ex mple,

explains that progresS in the humanities and the sciences-is coe-

parable "only in very unimportant respects. In science, knowledge

quickly becomes obsolete,,but history is not easily superseded; a

"Tost generation" may not therefore imply Tost knowledge. May believes

25Dr. John Holmfeld, Staff Member of.the House Committee on Science and
Technology, Wilson-quarterly, op. cit., p. 81.

26
See, for example,,the recent Rockefeller Foundation monograph'

Coming to Our Senses, and my "Justifying Basic Research on Education,"
Minerva, YoI. al,iNo. 3, Summer 1978:

1,1
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it is liard to:4make "a strong case in Congress for public funding of .

research in history and the humanities.
27

The argument that some

minimum number of American historians is necessary, to preserve or

to transmit a field lopossitile, but itcmust consider the preseWce

, of scholars abroad and somehow define what "preserving" and "trans-
,

mitting" mean.

Second, although American universitIes have enjoyed a "golden

age" of growth and expOded funding, it is; according to experts,

, difficult to say that the quality of American science and scholarship

grew proportionately. Among other issues, entering this difficult

area would invoilve detailed citations of the attainments of scientists

, from other countries, who, despite lesser numbers and lower
(levels

of

funding, often have proportionately greater success.

Third,,one must explicitly face the question of the losses if

there were.a temporary decline in siCience And scholarship.nationwide,

One question is the resilience of the-scientific and scholaly

apparatus. One historian of science belie'ves it -k quite robust.

"If there were a crisis," he exprlained in a private conversation, "it

would be remediable rather quickly." He'cited the example of chbmistry

in Germany in the 1880's and the period after World War II., If there

were a decline in the 1980's and 1990's, it would be fairly easily

reversible. These assesslflents are bound to be controversiql, but

simply to assume the contrary would seem unwise.

77-Private conversation.

\
3 7
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On the wbole I. believe that I may, without fear of con-
.tradiction, affirm this, that of 'the good books now extant

in the world.more than nineteen-twentieths were pub.lished

after the writers had,attained the age of forty. If.this-

be so, it is evident that the plan of my noble friend is

framed on a ViCiOUS principle. For, while he gives to

juvenile productions a very much larger protection than
they now enjoy, he does...comparatively little ftr the works

of men in the full maturity of their powers...a

.
A decline in'the,hiring of n'ew faculty could have several effects

research. (The possibile other effects on the "health" oi colleges

and universities are.discussed below.)

First, there is what might.be called the pure numbers effect:

as a factor of production is cut back, output declines. The issue

is the amount of productivitje lost, in particular4 can one assume,

As many turrent Arguments seem to do, that cutting the n-umber of.new

Ph.D.'s (or t4a1 facui) by X percent reduces research outyut by

Vie same percentage? What wou'ld be the loss?.

Second, one-must consfder a quality effect. As the number of

openings--perhaps especially the ngmber of career positions in

universities--declines, do the Very best young people avoid the field,

even perhaps to a greater extent than their less able contemporlaries?

Third, one must evaluate the researth jobs created as well as

those lost. Research and teaching are, to an extent, joint products.

28
Lord Macaulay, "Copyright. II," Speech of April 6, 1842, in

MaCaulay, PrOse and Poetry, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,

1967, p. 70, The rest of the quote is supplied later in the text.
A
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and outsideb funds buy some of the research. If teaching jobs are

cut back but research funding remains constant, new research oppor-

tunities will be created. A 'constant demand for research.will

0

create a constani suppiy'of research effort. The empirical questions

are: Where will that-Kew effort be lotated, and what will be gained

and lost from its new loc/ation? Here enter a number of important

questions., including the synergy between teaching and research, and

the idea of "critical Mass.

Fourth,-there is the vintage effect, the idea thaX, in academia, -

yoUnger is better/. Young scholars and researchers may contribute.more

to research than older ones, e*ther by being more productive and

creative or by filling lower-status university, roles 'and thereby

enabling their elders to pursue their research m6re productively.'

Evidence on these points is seldom adduced in the literature

.pertaining to our problem; indeed, in many cases these considerations

are entirely neglected.

The Pure Numbers Effect °
The pure numbers effect can perhaps best be approached by beginning

with some ideas of elevntary:microeconomics. 4i-he usual'assumptions

regarding production processes suggest that an X percent cutback

in a factor of prodOction will lead to less than an X percent cutback

in output. There are some constant complementary factors of production;
-0

there are decreasing resturns; and,'in science, the sociology of

simultaneous discoveries contains the iesson that ideas are often ripe.

'If one sclientist does not make a certain discovery, another one soon will.
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. Beyond microeconomics, an even stronger argument still may

be made, based on the work of Derek Price and Jonathan and Stephen

Cole:
29

They contend that in the fields of the natural and social .

science they have studied, important discoveries are vefy dispro-

portionately _made by *the very 'top researchers. For example, in

many subfields, the top 2 percent of researchers produce 25 percent

of the reearch, and their gutput is also of higher quality. ,The

evidence is quite overwhelming, and-sgch findingshave been repli-

cated by many studies in,many fields. Therefore, if the very best

remain And weaker scientists are not cut back, the loss'in research

output might be minima1.30

Apparently, this line of reasoning, although based on'undeniable

evidence, is not coppletely accepted by many scientists: There are-

conceptual problems in ever assessing.the argument empirically. It

6

is nearly impossible to partial out the independent effect-of a few

scientists on a field, since it can be argued that their accomplish-

ments rest on the science that others, including the less, able, produce.

According to Professors Gerald Holton and I. Bernard Cohen, many

practicing scientits do not believe in the strong form of the Price-

r

Cole & Cole argument (private conversations). Indeed, Professor

,

t

29 For example, Derek de Solla Price, Cittle Science Bi Science, New

York, Columbia, 1962; Jonathan R. and ftephen CTe, S6ciaf Stratification

in Science, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1973; Cole and eole,

"The_Ortega Hypothes-k," Science, October 27, 1973.

30 If the research funds goingto the, weaker scientists who leave weee

granted to the stronger ones who remain, it is theoreticalll possiblg

that total research output would'increase. This prospect is unlikely.

More believable i§ the proposition that many college and university

teachers do absolutely no^ research, so that if they left academia (or

were'not hired originally) the'los's to research would be zero.

40
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- Jonathan Cole,.in a private conversation, said that evil he is

.now "less-certain" about the implicatios of his research.. .

Well short of proposing,ithat a few peoplecarry a field, however,

(32)

We must certainly recognize enormous differences in productivity

among scholars; and the most prodUctive tend to congregate in.the
I

. top dne hundred (indeed, in the.top twenty) major resear ch universities.
31

., ., A; a
4

--"The effeCt of a cutback in faculty therefore will depene on who arecut,

, ratherlhan simply how many. To my knowlddge, there. .are no models of
. . , .

.
.

V. . .

)

our problem that explicitly 'state that the least-producle schools,

it

(or the least productive sCholars) wou.lebe the most likely to be
.

iictimiZed by''the dedline. ,It'is true.that.the existen e 'of tenure

400Etticts the ability of a particular univensity to -sub itUte high-

or older spent bullets. But insofar as university\caliber new tatent

1) 4

.hiring.stres s research quality as a. major criterion, employment prbblems

are-more
4

lytc, fall on the least.productive scholars and scientists1

Research oütpul, will go down by a consdderably smaller proportion than
-

. a decline fn manpower (of thebagnitudes we are considering).
IS

The quality_Effect

, Raising the issue of-qbality.brings us to a second point, which'

a

I

-r.-

cpnthin.s i numbbr of interesting aspects. How will the very best
,

potential researchers react to the tightening labor market for academics?
'

drhis question immediately leads to seal others, Do future Ph.D.'s

/1-See, for example, Deitch, op. cit., and Research Oniversitio in the
Nati2nal Interest (a report from M. university.presidents),lew York,
The Fotli Foundation, December 1977. (This report came Out of the Seven

* Springs Conference, Seven Springs,.New York.)

a

re A 4 1
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in general respond to labor market conditions? Are other labor

markets besides academia important in the cision to pursue a

(33)

1Ph.D..---for example, the market for scientsts in industry and 4bovern-
%,

. ment? .DO the-very best betez(ve as the others do? And can universities

fdentify the very best,, so that atbacks in slots may not lead to a

proportional cutback.in tt.(e° very best? An outline of some of the

evidence pertaining to these difficult questgns may be useful.

Richard Freeman, in several works already cited, has argued that4

the labor market for Ph.D.'s Abes.obey.market forces, a!though with

llgs and imperfectly. Future Students,rhe-maintains, do seem to act

somewhat as if they calculated the economic returns before deciding

whether and what, ta study. However, von Rothkirch, in the monograph

discussed above, argues that market-basedmodels cannot explain the
/

choice of graduate fields observed in the 1970's; Tables 4 and 5

provide some raw data on graduateenrollments and Ph:D.'s.awArded over

time for variogs fields. Table 6 gives the latest enrollment data.

Table 7:shows the number of graduate record examinations taken

at various points in the past.decaae in certain 'fields. The decline

, in th'e 1970's in ail fields except biblogy is notable. But the supply,

of Ph.D:'s has varied lk.ss n some fields that are dependent on the

declining-academic market than in others that are not.
32

Table 8 ,

4

32 On the dramatic decline in gradute enrollments in physics, see
Richard Freeman', "SupPy and*Salary Adjustments to the Changing Science

'Manpower Market: Physics,4 American Economic Review, Vol. 65,
March 1975. Cartter observes that "students in humanistic disciplines

are probably the least well int,ormkand perhaps the least market
responsive (op.. cit., p.r244).

Ntit
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Table 4

FIRST YEAR GRADUATE ENROiLOENT (FGE), BY ACADEMIC FIELD
22,mliguilmx2 muss2 maussimmu88imirmxiim5 lig:$2:2:311:222825=2:88228528=8*

1

t,r

, -#11GRC

19f0>

2169

1961....
2175

1962 1963
TTTT ...

2405 2167

1964
TT
2877

19/65
W.

3295

1966
TTTT
3232

1967
TT T

3285

1968
VT

3346

1969

3794

1970
V
4205

1971
VV

5243.

1972

5658

1973

5686

14714
V

6575
ARCH -799 470 962 1044 1272 1554 1719 1900 2109 2779 3322 3515 4224 4970 5564
BIOL 7098 7612 9176 9750 11821 13608 14200 14874 .14975 16295 17245' 18042 14995 19991 _20694
BUSN 17746 19139 20921 24646 32909 39345 40555 46110 49954 55715 61,P45 66392 66595 69638 82265
COMM 828 . 956 1300 1534 1746 2256 2902 2454 2662 3795 3987. 43/7 5081 5699
CPSC 0 0

_1082
0 0 424 '543 1497 1966 2622 4084 5026 4921 5125 5279 6332

EDUC 70994 80907 89935 97773 106237 120691 125591 151941 170131 190971 191748 149298 197255 215653 224751
ENGN 19915 21532 24047 27355 30245 32512 32279 33734 34439 36626 35477 30545 29501 28763 30914
ARTS 5915 6742 . 7455 9667 12262 12756 15059 16402 17387: 19596 14527 215936 '17012 17303
HLTR 3549 3480 3607 4063

.10163
4597 5274 5692 5644 1140 7522 9270 12739 15066 17037 19079

LAW 1193 1305 1683 1896 2243 2300 2033 "2120 2379 2215 2193 2165 2542 2703 21499
LTTR. 12916 404876 16917- 20557 24424 21429 29645 33328 33629- 35532- 36496' 39727 37459 34763 34306
'MATH 7493 7930 1497 10021 11930 .12959 12624 13153 13299 13749 13604 11996 11261 9746 9493
PHYS 12225 12140 13226 14625 16123 16780 15503 17239 15425 16799 17356 16665 15393 14693 14543
PgC 5521, 5655 6252 .7042 .7678 9765 8453 10190. 10645 12200 14262 .14754 15679 16219 17270
PUBL 4456 4972 5242 6.121. 7552 9572 9317 9912 10236 11421 12324 16340 18906 22013 26793
SOCS 18417 20140 21690 25236 31339 35243 '35525 39546 39628 44331 47734 45305 43514 42609 41262
PROF 3425 4219 4655 5065 10369 11259 12572. 14462 15616 15623 15017 17743 17839 19665 20723
OTHR 2152 3002 '3306 3411 4192 4715 5324 10462 12909 14678 19149 15209 15761 11340 11891

4

TOTL 197180 217492 240468 270839 317808 358950 370772 428026 459334 494369 .527934 528151 531985 561860 597695

. Source: von ROthkirch, 1978,, p. 14.
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; Table 5

'PH.D.'S AWARDED, BY FIELD

1955 1966
op.r.6.6.0yorf16.06.41,.611.Vy W

AGRC 588 637
ARCH 19 '18
BIOL 2097 2255
BUSH 387 437
COMM 90 100
CPSC A 39
EDUC. 3063 3529'
ENGN 2304 2614.
ARTS 476 ,504

HLTH 251 250
LAW 29 '27

aTR 1547 1791
MATH 782 832
PHY4 3045 3462
PSYC 1046 1231
PUBL "54 64
SOCS 2152 2522
PhOF 273 278
OTHk 24 31

TOTL 18237 20621

1957

644.
20

2744
445
110

: 51

1968

699
30

3051
533
115
54

1959

823
35

3299
603
420
107

1970

1086
36

3545
910
145
128

4079 4829 5894 6398
2932 3377 - 3681 3638
529 684 . 734 621
243 283 357 455
35 18 35' 20

2122 2324 2595 3197
947 1037 1236 1199

3593' !3859 4312 4390
1258 1551 1568 1702

77 90 131 178
2940 3194 3792 3903.
337 '327 399 474
24 73 91

23'084 26188, 29956 32107

PH.D. PERCENTAGES, BY FIELD,

0

AGRC
AhCH
BIOL
BUSH
COMM
CPSC
EDUC
ENGN
ARTS
HLTH
LAW
IXTR
MATH

-FWYS
PSYC
FVBL
SOCS
PROP
OTHR

TOTL

1965
r .

3,22
G.10

11.50

.49

.00
16.90
12.63
2.61
1.38
0.16
8.48
4.29

16.70
5.74
0.35
11.80
1.50
0.13

100.00

1966

3 09
0.03

10.94
2.12
0.49
0.18

17.11
12.68
,2.44
1.21
0.13
8.69
443
16.79
5.91
0.31

12.23'
1.35
0.15

100.00

1967

2.81
0.09

12.06
1.93
0.48
0.22
17.67
12.70
2.29
1.05
0.16
9.19
4.10
15.56
5.49
0.33

12.30
1.46
0.10

100.00

1959

2.67
0.11

11.65
2.04
0.44
0.24
18,44
12.90
2,61

" 1:09
0.07
5.87
4.19
14.74
5.92
0.34

12.16
1.25
0.28,

100.00

Source: von Rothkirch, 1978, p:

1969 1970
.

2.76 3.38
0.12 0.11

11.01 14;35
2.02 2.52
0.40 0.45
0.36 0,40

19.73 19.93
12.33 11.33
2.46 1.93
1.20 ,1.45
0.12 0.06
8169 9.95
4.14 3.73

14.44 13.67
5.58 5.55
0.44 0.55
12.30 11.84
1.34 1.48
0.18 0.28

100.00 100.00

45

( 35 )

4.

1971 1972 1973

971 1059 330
50 58 5'1

3653 3636 3440
902 932 :3133

111 139 17::

157 195 11;9

7041 .7314 7293
3571 3492 3312
572 616 545
442 ." 646 579
40 .37 27

3430 3745 3556
1129 1069- 1031
4103 4006 3631
1'..91 2099 2339
214 219 23O

4233 4393.
603 933 :34:14

155 199 196

33370 34,777

1971 1972: 1273

2.91 3.05 2.75
0.15 0.17 Q..20

10.45 10.46 10.17
2.70- 2.69 2.91
0.33 0.40 0.52
0.50 0.56 0.9

21.10 1.03 21.6
11.00 O.O4 9.79
1.71 1.77 1.73 '

1.32 1.86 1,71
0.12 , 0.11 0.08-

10.28 10.77 10.51
3.38 3.07 3.05

12.30 11.52 10.7a-.
5.64 6,.5a

0, 3 0.68
A,1

0
S.Q1

12.69 12.6 12.69.-
1.92 2.68 2.95

/
0 46 0.57 0.59

100.00 160.00 100.00
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,GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS, 1977-78

teutaatn ihratanalea $ae kW atleoceo Physhist soleriale_ In Pineal
1

Melee Wel Wei*

-- 47.year
. .14imalit chant+

l 1-yeer
umber change c

1-yet.
Mealier hange

23,963 4 0.6%
10.082 4 8.7%
34.065 +2."

87,155 +2.8%
41,353 . 3.6%
.26,506 +3 1%

1 1.138 +2.3%
51.435 +4.7%

+ 3.9%

.

4,032 +0.0%
3,003 - 9.1%
7.035 -4.1%

21,386 4 6.7%
11,442 + 13.8%
32.806 4 9.1%

25,396 +5.6%
14,445 + 8.2%

39,643 44.5%-

sr
*WNW ehmee

1

3,786 + 3.0%
569 -1.2%

.4,317 +2.5%

.

35.746 + 1.8%
11,616 - 5 1%
47.362 -0.1%

39.534 + 1 7%
12.185t - 4,9%

51.719 + 0 1%

.

629 -2.61.
208 - 2.8%
837 - 2.7%

.

9t6 + 7.2%
3. 51 .2.0%

12,117 4 5.8%

I 9,695 4 6.5%
13.259 4, 1. 7%

i.11541., 5.2%-

fyeer
Numb* shame

2.775 4 2.3%
199 +6.4%

2,974 +2.6%

.

31.719 4 1 4%
15.573 + 4.9%
47.292 4 2.6%

34.494 +1 5%
15.772 4 4 9%

50,286 4 2.5%
1-

,

632 -20.2%
72 + 28.6%

704 -17,0%

8,436 +4 "il.
4,704 + 2.1%

1,3.142 + 3.8%

9.070 4 2.5%
4.776 4 2.4%

13,846 i 2 5%

floorearth( Ora ,

10.134 -0.7%
1,877-11.0%

12.011 -2.5%

66.548 +4 8%
15,84\ 3 ex

i84.418 4 4 6%

78.680 +4.1..
17,7411 + 2 0%

,

96,429 + 3 7%

1,851 -0 8%
532 28 9".

2,383 8 8%.

16,281 -2.7%
3.970 + 2.5%

20,251 -,1.8%

18.132 -2 5%
4,502 -2.6%

22.834 - 2.5%

TOISI onrolffnent
Highest offering mul.Ø degree
Pubic inslauhons . 1.436 5 3%
Private institutions . .162 7 5%
Total .. ... 69.598 - 5 6^.

c r
Highest ofienng Ph D. chapel
Public institutor:0a . 114.889 -0 7%
Pnvale ihstdubons 20 115 - 3 7%
Total . . . . 35,004 - 1.2%

An public inshtubOnS 166.325 - 2 2%
All prwaie inistituliont 29,277 - 4,9%

,

Grand total . t 95.502 2 6%

First.time snrolimint
Highest &Wring maeler a dove*
Public Institubonti 8.586 +2.3%
Pnvate Inshlutions 2.413 -28.8%
Total 10,999 -8.6%

Highest offering' Ph D. degree V

Pubic Inehlullona 20,186 +0.6%
Private instimione 3,510 - 1.1%
Tote, 24 096 +0.5%

All pubbc metimsons 29,722 _ +.1 3%

Ai private Institutions 6.323 13.9%

Grand total 35,096 - 1.1%

10.666 - 8.5%
1.479 -8,4%

12 145 -8.3%

49 857 - 3 7%
18 773 .4 7%
88.630 3 9%

50:-5:13 4 Still
20.252 4 8n.

80 775 4 6%1162,573

1,919 - 3.9%
501 11.3%

2,420 -4.5%

12.534 -2.6%
5,255 ;-.2.2%

17,820 2 5%

14,969 - 2.8%
5.796 -3.1%

29,249 -2.5%

WORM COURCIL Of GRAMJAll SCHOOLS it. YNI t/IIMID 117471.6

4

Source: 'Scientific Engineering Technical, Manpower Comments, p.22,

46
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,T'able 7

NUMBER OF GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS
TAKEN IN 1968-69, 1970-71, AND 1976-77 AND
PERCENTAGE CHANGE BETWEEN 1970-71 AND 1976-77,

SELECTED FIELDS

Percent Change

Field 1968-69 1970-71 1976-77 1970-71 to 1976-77

i Biology 9,879 14,575 18,300 +26
5,2

Chemistry, 4,715 5,432 4,500 4-17

Economics 3,823 4,915 3,000 -39

Engineering 7,594 8,496 5,500 -35'

French 2,402 2,587 900 -65

History 9,041 11,471 3,0O -69

Literature 13,176 15,357 0 -62

HAthematiCs 6,406 7,601 3,200 -58

Philosophy t,490. 1,655 ..700 -68

Physics 4,280 4,015 2,650 -34

Psychology '12',354 18,441 15,300 -17

*These data were proVided by Educational Testing Service. The

figures for 1976-77 are estimatet.

Source: Deiich, 1978, p. 68
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4.%

gives the percentage of jabs for new Ph.D.'s that are in academic

institutions, by specialty.

Let us tentatively suppose that, on average, the's pply of Ph.D.'s

is influenced by economic factors. Do the very best potentlal Ph.D.'s

behave as the average ones do? Unfortunately, I dould find almost no

studies that addressed thisaquestion. Estimates of "elasticities of

supply".are based on aggregates, and even they contain disturbing

33 d
anomalies,

4

In the absence of systematic data; I informally asked several

admissions chairmen from around Harvard to assess whether their Appli-
,

cations and admitteeshave been of lower quality over the past years.

In particular, have there been fewer very able candidates? Their answers

will not, of course, predict what wiTlidcur in the 1980's and 1990's,

and applicants may behave with inefficient "lags." But it was inter-

esting to note that the very best will seem willing to pursue Ph.D.'s.

at Haevard.

The basic thrust orbhe resnontes is captured im anecdotes cited,

by Professors I. Bernard Coheil.and Willard V. Quine. In private

conversation, Cohen noted that in tha Depression Era, when he entered

graduate school, very few jobs existed for Ph.D.'s; even for scientists.

.33
For example, Freeman ("The Job Market for College Faculty," op. cit.)

produces econometric models in which increases in enrollment actually
reduce faculty salaries, though increasing employment (p. 47). He
flatly states, citing Kenneth Arrow,.that "economists lack an adequate

theory of salary or price adjustments" (1). 40). On the great sensitivify

of labor supply estimates depending on alternative econometric specifica- .
tions, see Julia Da Vanzo, Dennis DeTray, and David H. Greenberg, "The

. ensitivity of Male Labor Supply Estimates to Choice of Assumptions,"
R view of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 58, 'No. 3, August 1976.



Table 8

Where American Ph.D.'s
Wete f_mployed, 1960-74

bihimamo
a.J.

esseitkyi'

(39)

,

.3.-
Mathematics 75.9% 11.7% 3.2% 0.2% 1.1% 7 2%
Physics 45.4% 25.11% 11.4% 0.5% 3.9% 13.1%
Chemistry NA% 511.0% 4. 0.7% 2.0% 9.7%.,.

Eadh science 45.4% 22.9% 12114\ 3.0% .2.2% 13.8%
Engineering 33.2% 48.8% 6.7% . 0.7% 3.4% 9.2%
Agricultursi sciences 425%' 12.51111., 10.9% 2.3% 1.7% 23.1%
Medical
Moscientencr

52.7%
110.8%

18.3%-
9.9%

.11.5%
11.3%

4.0%
2.5%

4.9%
3.8%

13.9%
14.7%

Psychology 54.4% 5.3% 5.8% 13.8% '9.9% 11.1%
Economics ' 88.0% 5.7% 7.5% 1.3% 4.0% 13.5%

Olhec sodal scienoss 802% 2.4% 3.1% 2.0% 32% 9.1%
88.2% 1.1% 1.0% 0.4% 1.7% 7.8%H

Prolsesions 782% 5.1% 1.9% 0.8% 8:1% 7.9%
Education WI% 0.9% 1.3% 6.4% 3.3% 30.5%
Total .. 50.7% 14.6% 4.0% 2.8% 3.11% 14.0%

1110111141 .

Melhernalics 81.8% 5.0% 1.3% 0.1% 1.2% 10.6%
Phyoics
Chemisby

50.7%
48.4%

9.2%
24.8%

4.9%
4.1%

0.0%
0.3%

0.7%
2.3% 20.2%

25.4%

Earth science 57.7% 9.8% 9.11% 1.6% 2.4% 137% I.

Engineedng 45.7% 20,1% 82% 0.5% 22% 18.8%
Agdcullural sciences 50.3% 1% 5.3% 0.0% 2.1% 23.5%
Medical sciences 83.2% 5.11% 5.4% 5.2% 7.11% .12.5%
Bidecionces

t
119.1% 3.3% 3.9% 1" 5.3%

1187.1%5%Psychology . 59.9% 2.0% 3.7% 12.8% 12.2%
Economics 09.2% 5.0% I 7.7% 0.9% 4.7% 12.6%
Oliver eociai sciences 79.7% 1.3% 1.6% 2.5% 4.1% 10.8%
Humantlies
Prolessions

85.3%
74.2%

0.9%
1.5% (22

0.3%
2.1%

1. 3%
11.0%

11.8%
13.0%

Education 85.8% 0.7% 1.1% 4.0% 3.11% 24.8%
Total e 4 ,702% 2.3% 2.0% 3.5% 4.3% 171%

ALL 4.

Metherndlice 723% 11.2% 3.1% / 02% 1.8% 7.4%
Physics 481% 25.3% 11.3% 0.4%p 3-10 13.4%,.

Chemisby 28.1% 54.4% 4.3% 0.7% 2.0%
Ear* science 45.7% 22.6% 12.7% 3.0% 2.R% 13.8%
Englneming 33.3% 461% 6.9% 0.7% , 3.4% 9.2%
AgricuNural sciences 49/% 12.4% 10.9% 2.3% 1.7% 23.1%
Medical sciences 54.0% 16.8% OA% 4.1%e 5.1% 13.7%
iliosci4ncos 01.9% 8.9% 7.0% 2.4% 4.1% . 15.2%
Psychology 53.5% 4.5% 5.3% 13.4% 10.5% 12.9%
Economics 08.1% 7.5% 1.3% 4.1% 13.4%
Olhot racial Kiwi* 00.2% 22% 2.9% 2.1% 3.3% 9.3%
HumenNies 117.11% 1.0% 0.9% 0.4% 1.0% 8.5%
,ProIsseions 79.0% 4.0% 1.9% 1.0% 7.9% 8.5%
Educallon
Total

00.1%
1111%

0.9%
12.9% 4

1.3%
4.2%

5.1%
2.9%

3.4%
3.7%

29.2%
152%

WOK* "A CIOMMY Or soctomms." rt/BILISNIO CY MAMMAL MIAMI 001IMCIL

From: Chronicle of Higher Education, December 4, 1978.
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Yet, the processLof self-selection was beneficial; those not

strongly motivated by the pUrsuit of knowledge would not enter;

science and scholarship were none the worse for the experience.

Quine, in a 1974 article, makes the same point by favorably comparing

the (necessarily) ascetic academician bf the 1930's with, the economi-

cally motivated one of today.
34

44k.

For example, Professor John T. Tate, Chairman of Graduate Admis-

sions in the Department of Mathematics, believes that the quality of

applicants is not declining and,rif anything, that the'effect is the

opposite. He noted whimsically'that there is no reason to do math

unless it's the only thina one can do. Ten or fifteen years ago, he

said% Harvard go people who did not belting in math. The Department

admits about twe ty graduate students from around one hundred applicants;

the number of applicants, may be somewhat down, but the Department still

gets the cre m of the crop. In science, he opined, the very best

students are hose that just love the subject, even if they are going

to starve. The boom of the' 1960's Was overddhe-,,he said; it was an

artif:pal state.

Professor Sheldon Glashow, Admissions Chairman in the Physics

Department, likewise said that no trends were visible in the quality

of applicants or admittees. About fifty ..tudenis have been admitted

from about two hundred and twenty.applicants in eath of the past seven

years. The "very best students" are still coming, he noted. Since the

1960's, he said there may have been a decline in the less quaified

class of applicants, but this drop was for the better.

34
Quine, "Paradoxes of Plenty,", Daedalus, Vol. 103, Pall 1974.
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Pro 1(
ssor G. B. Evans', Director of Graduate Studies in the

,

English Department, said that there is a feeling_abroad in the
0

humanities that the.very best will not apply because of the job market,

but till now he has noticed no decline in the quality of the students

admitted in his Department. "Goodness knows we have -no shortage of

top applicants," he said. The standard of the grafluate students in his

Department is as good as he has known it in eleven years here. The

appli(ant pool has dropped from around four hundred a few years ago.

to tinder three hundred now, "but.I think on the whole this'is healthy:

fewer who don't know what else to do besides graduate school in English

now apply." Professor Evans said the "overexpansion" in the 19601s

was fueled by incorrect prediction of job surpluses in the 1970'i and

1980's. "The result was a lot of shoddy Ph.D.'s." (peivate conversation).

Professor Ernest May said there was no evidence indicating a decline

in the quality of applicants in the History Department.

It is probably the case.that the mot able are the most dedicated

, to the nonmonetary rewards of research and scholarship. It is not

direct evidence to cite Table 9 here lhich shows the choices of

specialization of.National Merit Scholars over time; but they do

choose more academic majors than the average student. Even regarding

the monetary side, a simple model can be Used to indicate that, other

opportunities remaining the same, a cutback in.jobs will affect the

educational investment decision of the person with high ability less

than it will the person with.low ability.
35

For,both reasons, it
,ND
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is dangerous to reason,from averages and elasticities calculated from

aggregated data. The effect of a decline in the &cad ic market on the

most able is likely to be less pronounced for the very able person thin

for the average.

This is a useful point, but it is not decisive, because it is ai

xelative-statement. If the academic job situation becomes bleak enough,
.4

it isapossible that very few of the very able will remain, even if even

fewer of the not-so-able stay. The,problem may na be that relatively

more of the able remain,.but that absolutely too few do. And here it
a.

is worthwhile to speculate--I have been unable to find evidence on

this point, so speculation is the only appropriate term--on just what

sorts of academic jobs do motivate the very able.

It is plausible to hypothesize that the very,able ar4 not

motivated by the,probability of a mundane academic appointment.

Pos'Obly, they may consider the only Valuable positions to be those

'at.'major research univeristies, of,which there are twenty-five or

. one hundred or,two hundred or...depending on one's definition and

depending on the.field. And perhaps.only. permanent career openings,

35
-Define "Oility" as the probability of getting a job upon receiving the

Ph.D.; that is, assume Ph,D. hiring is done according to ability, with
some uncertainty. Assume that before investing in higher education those
with mote ability have a higher average assessment of their pwn ability
and those with less a4A)ity a lower average self-assessment. Both groups
invest in higher educ&tioh according to their assessments of their own
probabilities andiof the alternatives'open to them. Now suppose the overall
number of jobs goes down. The probability of getting a job given that one
is less able goes down more than the probability of getting a job given
that one is more able. If other opportunities remain the same, a smaller
proportion of the,more able will change their investment decision than/9f
the less able.

52
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Table 9

. Percent distribution of the fields a college mice
*bow by Nationel Meril Scholars, 19116-76

f

V.

(431 .

6

Field

Percent distribution

1986 1967 1968 1089 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 106.0 300.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Science and engineering 62.3 63.8 86.8 66.6 68.6 68.1 89.1 68.3. 89.8 68.5 70.4

Engineering 8.6 10.4 10.6 9.9 12.9 9.4 11.5 9.0 11.2 14.2 18.5

Science , 63.7 53.5 56.0 6.7 55.7. 58.7 80.7 -59.3 .58.6 64.3 53.9

Physical and Qatural
..

sciences 98.2 38.6 37.0 _ 36.2 38.9 . 36.4 33.5 32.6 32.4 28.2 29.8

Physical sciences 14.2 13.3 11.9 11.1 12.4 10.1 11.5 8.0 8.9 7.1 8.6

Chemistry 6.0 5.4 '.4.1 3.7 4.6 4.0 2.9 2.6 3.1 " 2.6 3.0

Physics 7.5 7.0 6.9 6.4 6.2 .5.0 4.2 4.4 4.4 3.6 14.4

' Other physica\
sciences .6 .9 .9. 10 1.7 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.4 .9 1.2

Life sciences 6.2 5.2 3.3 4:, an 3.2 4,2 4.1 4.4 4.84 4.1 6.2

Mathematics , 14.1 15.4 12.2 j2.2 11.11 12.8 10.1 10.1 ,.7.8- 8.8, -8.0

Unspecified physical
and natural
sciences 1.7 2.7 9.8

,

8.5 9.5 9.0 45)-10.8 10.2 11.1 10.2' 9.7

Pre-Medicine 5.2 4.4 5.8 6.4 5.9 72 -. 11.0 11.3 10.1 11.4 11.3

Social sciences 12.3 12.4 13.2 14.1 12.9 15.2 18.1 15.4 16.1 14.7 12.8

All other fields and
"undecided" 37.7 38.2 33.4 33.4 31.4 31.9 30.9 31.7 30.2 31.4 29.0

Health professions 1.5 . 1.0 .9 1.8 1.6 1.5 2.5 4 2.5 1.9 2.9 2.3

-All other fields 24.1 - 23.3 28.2 27.6 28.1 4.3 24.9 , 25.8 23.5 24.1 ,22.6

Undecided 12.1 .11.8 . 4.3 4.0 3.7 4.1 3.5 3.6 4.8 4.4 4.1,

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE National Merit Scholarship Corporation, National Merit Scholarship Corporation Arinual Report, annual series.

Source: Science Indicators 1976, p. 288.

t.
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rather Vlan tenuous, Short-term research slots, are considered .

worth striving for. If these hypothetical relationships hold, then

the question becomes, how many tenured openings are there, over time

and across fields, at the major'research universities?

.Numerous inquiries along these lines haVe unearthed no solid

projections. A one-timelstudy of "doctorate-level.science and

engineering departments" in 1974 revealed different percentages of

faculty with tenure, as summarized in Table 10. Apparently, no one

has yet carried out the following calculations:

- Projecting the enrollments of the major research universities
.

over time. It is likely that most of these universities

will suffer no cutback in enrollments, since most have

many more applicants than positions.

- Estimating the effect of age structure on retiremen't rates

aver time.

- Estimating the effect of declining salaries on the rates of

voluntary shifts to nonacademic employment.

- Estimating the effect of constant or moderately declining

federal outlays (in constant dollars) on tenured positions.

In the absence of such projections, only a few crUde generaliza-

tions can be advanc*. First, since overall enrollments at these

universities is likely to stay about the same, the choice ofsubjects

by students becomes especially important in determining hiring needs.
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Table 10

4. .
"610061111,02=11111 16114:teld

1116s, 1674
,

,

,>)

(r--'

, 4

Numbe}
- ) Total with ,, ,

- ,'''! 110,6018 *Ids *WY Will*
All sOlonoe ere t ,-: .
'.:enotrworing field" ;at 1 ..'4:i ups 20,051

0,-.. . .:,..

... 1'4: '!' -.,..-.:. .),,., .....
Chertilc61 engineering .;,..4:tg;,,..40}iv,......444:4-. .. ;...,-. soul - 1111
Phyllis .. .1 It? ;t.,;4,,,p:no!'... .. .-,... ,. ,19350 .1007
Electrleel edgineeting ...',;,44,..4.,.4-...41 . .... :.:' . ',OW 1,612
BOtanY .61..141......,,,,e,toiA,141.#*".--fl.T!,roo -- 'ale ,-..., 411
Ch.mèy ...0';'t: ,.""s`k,14,44-4,1,1.,.i-4,-1.Vi4.......#-/H.1.«.,': :',.,' "::*066
Geology 4.4,44)....A.41,..,44iie,s42.4.4,i4 , ,.,.,1415 ... ; 868
Zoology ;24.; ,?.:. r :"".. i;'......''.? '.c.'. co * ...- 414 . 860
Biologv ,k 4 t....te, Itt 0. 4 4,11611 1,963
.Economide ..,... 2.020 1,362

_ Mathematics'' .. .,, , ..... V ..
. 1,. . 0.4111

4,0M 2,721
, Biochemistry

, .
... .

. ..- 4 ....... 4 ,41.1:11 997
Microbiology . .k. . .1,4.4 ,-. 784,
PsYcholotly :. i, 2,917* 1,8*
Sociology , .; ,

A 1,781 i.ged
PhysiOlogy 1,062 .

tMep.

Potrant
with

tenure

10

01
78
T7
77
77

71

.

45) .

es
63
80
69

CE: National Science Foundation. Young and Senior Science and Ehginmpring
y, 1014: Support, Resowch Participation, and Tenure (NSF 75-302), pp. 20, 24,1ind

published4ata. 4
Source: Science Ingwators 1976, 0. 278.
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For examplei.Jable 11. presents "dita.on.past teends and future projec-'

tions of the,fieltin-which bachelors degrees-were earned across all
,,

%

universities. The projected.increase in psychology and the decrease

4,
in physical sciences are noteworthy.

Table 11

PERCENTAGUCHANGES IN BACHELORS DEGREES
By SUBJECT AREA

4
\

k /

,

0
1 68-9

111-4 to,

.

1968-9 to
1973-4 to 1983-4

Projected 1973-4

/

("4----
%Sottal, Sci. +8 +28 + 1

4 PsYcholtogy +121 6 +7940 +47
, 1!

'Humanities: +78 +28 +7

Mathematical...04 + 8- . +12

Sciences

Engineering +23 + 4 ,

Physical +23

Science5_

Biologital +55

Science&

0 -1 4

+33 +10

11 fields +56 +34

Source: Cartter, op. cit., p. 227e"
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Second, policies toward retirement will play an especially

critical'rOleaat the'seriversities.

Thirq, if inflation;Jemains high, it,may help universities to

cut the real wages of the less productive tenured faculty, thereby.

1 encouraging out-migration. Thetsign of this effect is clear, but

.its magnitude is

4
uspect.

Fourth, as e percentage of tenured faculty increases, more

pressure will be felt on the tenure sAtem itself and on the common

practice to equate salaries across,departments and across professors

wtth equal seniority.

Research Fpnding and.Acade5ic Jobs.

7
In fiscal year 1975, "th9 major agencies purchasing services

from universities and colleges had obligations amounting to $4.5

bilUan,-and $2%8 billion of thatAtotal--62 percent of-it was-for°/
academic science." Eighty-two percent Of these funds for science

S.

,were received by.thl hundred universities (47.5 percent by thirty).36

According to Deitch, in FY1975 Harvard had current-fund revenue of

$253 million, of which $65 million, or 26 percent, came from "obliga-

, tions to selected federal agencies.
,37 Basic research by universities

rose by 5 percent in copstapt dollar terms from 1974 to 1976 wt;'ile all

other performers of basic reseáfth declined; but federal support for

basic research, as shown in Figure 6, has declined in real terMs since

1968. (The number of research papers, however, shows a relatively

/ Deitch, op. cit., p. 119, 120.

37
Ibid., p. 122.
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,Figure 6:
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Total

All S.
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e°.

All
other
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.... ... .....
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........... Industry

0 so
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'Idt piss Wholin triml lo mod wet h.,b somdsit
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Source: Science Indicators 1976,,p.
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S.

smooth growth since 1960.)
38

Obviously, much of academic science'

depends on federal funding.

As enrollment decline over the neft twenty years,,will sacademic

jobs declineproportionally? Or will the presence of continued re-

search funds maintain some of those jobs at universities? A very simple

model may help. Suppose at a certain university that.all fatulty

members spend half their tfitt teaching and half doing research. Suppose,

too, for simplicity that the research effort is coMpletely:compensated

outside grants. Now suppose enrollments\drop so.that only half the

a

former amount of teaching need be done. The employment of faculty,

members would go down by one quarter, and everyone left would spend

two-thirds time On research. The "public good"--research--is still

produced.'

This model, while hardly realistic, effectively conveys a point

frequently overlooked'in studies of the declining academic labor 'Market.

If university research funds stay the same, jobs will not be reduced in

'4

direct proportion to declines in te#ching. More generally, if research

is purchased at the "right" level now and if it is fairly Oaid for, then

a decline in enrollment and in teaching chOnes need not lead to a decline ,

in research effort. The issues then become: Is the right level now

being purchased? Is a fair price pow being paid for the "public goocr.

being produted, namely, research? If so, perhaps there is no problem.

38 National Science Board, Science Indicators 1976, National Science
Foundation, Washington, px:, U.. 6overnment Printing-Office, pp. 76, 88.

;
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I,believe three-other factual quetiOns ar relevant here.

First, as. teaching jobs go down, where would the research effort

Occur?. itaight happenithat the remaining university facultY would

cr!

simply pick up the slack by extending their own research efforts,- as

f.
fn the model 'above. Or, it might be that the research demand and

,

c,

reduced acadeMic suppty would leod to the creation of new research

jobs in industry, government, and so forth. Finally, the market

might prodke more punely research jobs at universities. Probably,

a Combination of the three would occur. I have found no references to

or estimates of the likely empirical magnitudes.

Second, insofar as research woulbe drawn away from universities

(or, in a diffe'rent vetsion of the question, away from those who teach),

would there be undesirable losses in quality tp the research (or the

teachin41? I interviewed a number' of experts of this question, who

informed me,that

little evidence.

though- "hunches" on this issue abound, there is very

cholars have noted the differences between the

"research institute",approach of France ind the Soviet 'Union (for

example), where research and teaching are separated; and our own, more

integrated approach. Ho*ever, as Thane Gustafson points out, it is almost

impoesible to extricate the effects of different ways of organizing

research from thejuriad social, economic, awl intellectual variables

that also differ.
39

Professor I. Bernard Cohen said that many Amerkan

39
Thane Gustafson, Why Does the Soviet Union Lag Behind the United

States in Basic Science?, Cenler-for Science and International Affairs,
Kennedy -"khool of September 1978.

4
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scholars intuitimply feel that there is a tynergy between teaching,

and research, and somacite the Center for Advanced Stud4s at.

Princeton as an example of a relatively urisuccessful separation of .

t.

the two. But he said he knows pf no useful evidence on the. subject,

(private conversation).

The point is often made that sometimes at universities teaching
0

and-research are ;"joint products," Conceptually, there is no agreed-

upon way to rtial out the cost of doing one if the costs .are Joint."

v
However, s im0 y to ci fact that teaching and research are jointly

Obduced does not, Vitself,Amply much for oUr case. The'Issue is

whether the research component is fully paid for by-the (social)

beneficiaries.. Several studies suggest that universities,"make money"

on the overhead from research--although, since many costs are joint,

it is difficult to establish the point.41 If so: then research sub-
..

sidizes teaching, and withdrawing research froM the'teachers would

save money which might then be used for additional research.

On the other hand, some studies suggest that graduate'training is

subsidized by-undergraduate studgts, 42 To the extent that (subsidized)

40
For a discussion of this problam with regard to a teaching hospital,

see John Koehler and Robett Slighton, "Activity Analysis and Cost Analysis
in Medical Schools," Santa Monica, Calif., The Rand Corporiation, P-4954, Feb. 1973.

41
David Garvin, a doctoral student at MIT, claims to havelestablished

this fact fey' his institution (private conversation).
42n

We have seen that graduate costs are at least three times as great as
undergraduate costs, and the ratio becomes 1/6 if research is treated as

an input into graduate education. Yet'iuition charges are a1most identical
across levels, and graduate students are frequently given waivers of the

nominal amount. Clearly, they are the recipients of huge social subsidies--
from governmental and philanthropicsources and, in privafe universities,
from undergraduates at well." Estelle Janes, "Product.Mix and Cost Dis-

aggregation: A Reinterpretation of the Economicsiof Higher Education,"
Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 13, No. 2, Spring.1978,jp. 157.
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graduate students contribute to the researCh Work of their professors,
4

one might argue that research could be done more cheaply at a univer-

sity than in a place where full costs would be paid.

This leads to a third point of considerable, interesf. Is.a "tritical

mass" of doctoral students or'of faculty members important for the
4

production of research? One stenario has the decline in jobs over

all universities lead to a decline in Ph.De students at the best

universities, which in turn leacN.to a lack'd critical mass to support'

specialized, advanced seminars. Then professors are no longer able to
e

spend as much of their time doing closely research-linked teaching,

but have to teach more elementary courses; and their research therefore

suffers. Thus, jtvis not that, in a decline, professors will have to

teach more courses (for the student-faculty ratio will remain the'same)

but les$. esearch-related courses. Without a critical mass of graduate

students optimal specialization cannot occur--or so goes the argument.

Another related View traces the scale effect or critical mdi'l

phenomenon to the number of faculty in.a department (or 761eld).

'Several factual questions are important in assessing.these critical

mass arguments. .First, how would a field contract in a decline? Would

all Ph.D. Phigrams cut back equallo br, more likely, would the weakest.

Ph.D. programs disappear and.the strongest remain at close to optimal

size? 4nsofar &s academic survival of the fittest occurs or can be
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couraged, the gecond outcome is more like1,y4
43

rf so, scale effects

on research production within,the remaining departments are not likely
A

to change.

Setpad; are Most dbpartmentS at the critical mass now, or(a74;:,

. many well beyond it? Fortunately, a study of this kind has already
0

been carried out. Allan Cartter provide a

summary:

Judging frpmthe size distribution of the leading graduate
departments in the ACE surveys of scholarly reputation, many
of the distinguished departments. were considerably larger
(sometimes by a factor of three) than necessary to achieve

critical mass. 'In a field such as 4.thory, for example,
'the four smallest,departments in the top-rankeA one-fourth
of departments in 1964 had 18 FTE faculty,; 85 FTE students,
and produced 7 Ph.D.'s annually. The average size for all
high-quality departments was 32 graduate faculty, 185
students, and 12 Ph.D.'s. The small departments were Awe .

efficient in the number of doctoratesaawarded as a percent
of enrollment and in Ph.D. output per faculty member. This

experlence was duplicated in most fields, suggesting that
'high-quality efficient doctoral programs Could function at
about half theAize of the average outstanding department in
the mid-1960s."

43
There is already evidence that the lowest qualit:y programs are being cut

first (although there are also important forces at work to keep the weaker
programs alive; the fdture outcome is unclear). The Stae Department of
Education in New York began a detailed review of doctoral programs, field-
py-field, eliminating those programs judged to be 4acking in quality. The

California Department of Finance submitted doctoral programs within the
University,of California to intense scrutiny of time-to-degree and attrition,
,,comparThg the UC system to several'other universities on these productivity
measures; a major change in the State's budgeting system was proposed as a
result of this analysis. In Missouri, Governor Bond called for.creation of an
academic common market among states in that region to reduce the number of
doctoral programs requirIN in each state. ("Outlook and Opportynities for
Graduate Education," National Board on Graduate Education, Washington, D.C.,

- Pecember 1975, p..18.)

44Cartter, op. cit.; pp. 244-5.
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Can Universities Identify Great ReSearchers?
a. N .

If grfiduate enrollmentt.decline over time, it becomes all the

.more importaat to be able to fdentify in advance those most likely.

) to become great academics. As an illustration, suiipose a fifth of,

(54)

the applicants to a department'are excel)ent, the rest not. Suppose

the number of seats in the department goes down by half. Will the

probability of selecting the very top applicants also drop by half?

If the same pepple apply and admissions are purely random, the
,

department's number of excellent students will drop.by half.45

But if admissions committees.can identify the very best witscertainty

and.the same peOle apply, the number of excellent students will not

decline at all.

9

A

The empirical question therefore is; can admissions committees

w,
'identify the very best among those,Who apply? Current evidence seems r

to lead to a negative answer: Above a certain minimum threshold,

neither GRE scores or college grades give clear nals about who will

be the stars in graduate school or, more importantly, who.will In the

stars in academic careers five or ten years out. It is worthwhile'

to summarize a few recent studies on this matter.

4
5Actually, the answer depends on the relative propensity of the top

students to apply. As argued above, we expect the top applicants to
apply relatively more often,than the lesser qualified applicants, so
the number of top applicants admitted will not drop by half, even if
admissions are random.
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o Kenneth Wilson of the Educational Testing Service has llk

cently completed a path-breaking study of the predictive power of

GRE's at some of the natioWs very best universities.
46

The results are

summarized in Tables 12 ancl 1,3. Wilson said that no work had yet been done

to look beyond overall correlations, Which measure the linear rela-

tienshipS between variables, in orcier to see if the very best per-

formers could be found. (Even if the'linear relationship is weak,

beyond ce'ffiin thresholds the tests may be strong predictors of :

"stars.")
47,

Wils n said that "logistical and political difficulties"

had precluded Such an analysis of his data (private conversation).

Benjamin Schrader has completed.a study that is pending

1

publication by,ETS on the relationship between, GRE scores'and pro-

,/

f\essional sucCess in psychology. A sample was drawn of male academic

psychologists ten years out from their Ph.D. awarcls. Directories

were used to get background information. Psychological Abstracts

was used to obtain the number of publications. Citations to publica-

tions were also tabulated. The results showed a (rather strong) 0.4

simple correlation between GRE scores and citations and a positive

but lower correlation with the number of articles published.
)4#

46
ikenneth M. Wilsoh, memorandum on GRE Cooperative Validity Studies Project,

Graduate Record ExaMinations Board, 1978.

47
On the general issue, see my,"Going Beyond the Mean in Educational

Evaluation," Public nilicy, Vol. 23, No.1 , Winter 1975, and "Ideritifying

Exceptional Performers," Policy Analysis, Vol. 4, No. 4, Fall 1978.
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Table 12

SUMMARY OF DATA SUBMITTED AND OBSERVED,VALIDITY PATTERNS,
BY FIELD: GRAD GPA CRITERION

eg,

Yield/
Department

Number of Samples Weilhted Mean Coefficient*

CRI-V CRI4Q

(APtitudel

GRZ-Adw UGPA GAt-V 0.1-Q G1Z-A4v.

le

liosciences 22 (12)10 13 (2) 14 (5) .19 .25 .37 .24

ChemistrY 12 ( 6) 7 (5) 8 (7) .06 .25 .39 .31
b

Engineeringc 10 ( 4) 4, (0) 5 (2) .28 .30 .28 .20

? Mathematics 6 ( 3) 2 (0) 2 (0) .32 .23 .35 .30

Physics
45

( 3) 4 (3) 2 (2) , .05 .16 .19. .29

Geol., Geophysics 5 ( 1) .4 14. (1) 1 (1) .05 ,06 .11 .37 4*
!

Economics 6 (4) 3 (3) 3 (3) .09 .34 .45 .27

Anthropology 3 ( 2)
.*

1 (1) .26 .21 - , .06 **

Education 7 ( 6) 2 (2) 5 (5), .18 .12 .54 .24

.English 6 ( a) 5 (0) 4 (2) .41 .24 .48 .22

History 10 (10)' 7 (3) 8 (8) #31 .26 .21 .30

Pol Sciences 4 ( 4) 2 (1) 3 (3) .43 .34 .49 .13

Psychology
..

12 (10) 7 (5) 7 (4) .24 .26 .37 .22

Sociology
f

7 ( 5) 3 (1) 5 (4) .43 .30 .34 .55

Library Ssi 3 ( 3) . 3 (3) .32 .52 . .33

Fine Arts' 6 ( 6) - - 5 (5) .33 .26 . .31

"Music 3 ( 3) 2 (1) 1 (1) .24 .11 .21 .23 **

Philosophy 5 ( 0). 2 (0)' 2 (0) .25 .14 .23 .56

Languages
h

5 ( 1) 2 (0) 2 (0) .31 .20 .45 .28

NOTE: The validity coefficients shown are weighted averages.of obtained coef-

ficients. Patterns of medians are similar.

*Ns in parentheses indicate the number dt samples for which X23 or greater.
based on data for rwo years-1974-75 and 1973-76 in almost every instance.

**Coefficient based on one saillple only.

Inclndes Oceanography, Marine Environmental, Science, Allied Health Science

b Includes Engineering and Facilities Management

cIncludes Computee Science, Applied Math and Scat

dIncludes-Vocational and Adult Education, Educ Administration

e
Includes Public Administration

f
Includes Social Vork, erban Planning, Public Policy Studies

&Includes Speech and Theater, Drama 4 Communication, Speech 4 Comm. and Journalism

hIncludes two Hispanic. one Germanic, one Trench, and one undifferentiated Foreign

L'anguages 4 Literatures ,

(56)

,.

Source: Kenneth M. Wilson, memorandum on GRE Cooperative Validity
Studies Project, Graduate Record Examinations Board, 1978.

"Validity coefficients" are (zero-order) correlation coefficients.

664-
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-Tabii4,3\

4CORRELATION OF PREDICTORS WITH GRADUATE GPA AT HARVARD

Department/
Group

(N/coeffiCient)

,Predictors

GRE-V GRE-Q GRE- UGPA. Adm* Criterion
Adv Rank

I r' r r r

(57)

Mean S.D.

English ,

(12/12/11/15/14) ."White"
(15/15/14/18/17) Total

4.

History
(15/15/13/30130)
(17/17/14/32/34)

Psych-Soc Rel

(12/12/11/13/13)

Philosophy

(05/05/05/07/07)

..07 .-.13 .54 .29 .13 GPA Culla 10.32 0.38

27 -.06 .60 .38 .05 10. 0.38

"White" -.02, .23 .09 -.10 -.25 GPA Cum .99 0.80

Total -.15 .12 .09 -.1,1 -.19 10.05 0.79

Total -.22 -.23 .36 -.38 .34 GPA Cum 10.24 0.38

[Miller Analogies, r -.05 with'GPA Cum]

Total .12 .30 .24 -.45 GPA urn 10/.03 0...63,

-.01 .30 -.11 .62. .38 GPA Cum : 9.86 0.79.
Physics
(16/16/16/17/17) "White"

Economics
,(12/12/08/14/14) "White"
(23/23/17/21/29) Total

Geology
Total

.26 -.26 .52 .04 .61 GPA Cum

.40 -.08 .57 -.01 .37

10.01 0.68

9.91 0.65

(GRE not avail.) -.12 .07 GPA Cum 9.37 0.92

Note: Ns in parentheses indicate the number of cases used for the respective
predictor-criterion correlations.

Ranking is -an;_inversely scaled variable. SignS of coefficients have 4pen
reflected. Thus positive and negative coefficients may be interpreted as
though this variable's scale had been positively oriented prior to analysis.

SoUrce: "Study Report for the Departments of English, Social Relations, History,
Philosophy, Physics, Economics in the Graduate School .of Arts and Science
of Harvard University," GRE Cooperative Validity Studies Project,
Graduate Record Examinations Board, May 1978, mimeo.

\ 4
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(58)

Mary Jo Clark 'and Jbhn Centra, also of-ETS, have produced

theo'first draft of a cImplicated path analysis relating GRPs and

other variables tO number ofpublications three to five years after

obtaining tke Ph.D. The merits of their study include broad coVer-
.

age (siX small'data sets covertng chemistry, history, psychology,

and the three groupings of physical science, biological sciences,
, /

,

and sodial sciences), an interesting model, and a number of produc-
.

tivity variables (jokurnal publications, book publications, presentations-

at professional meetings, and income, all self-reported). The problems
.

. 'a

include self-reporting, a less carefully screened sample, and only., _

three to five years in which to demonstrate productivity. .Their,find-

ings included: "basically zero" partial correlations between GRE's and

productivity ( some cases, tije coefficients'were negative and statis-

tically significant); "graduate grades didn't correlate with anything"
4.

(private conyersation); and "no pattern.whatever:in py of the six fields ,

in the zero-order correlaticins between GRE's and any of the outcome

measures" (private conversation). Concerning exceptional performers,

' Dr. Clark made a-special check of the scattergrams relating GRE's to

publications. The patterns were flat, even at%the very top GRE's, with
4

Occasionally a slightly bidher publication record for those with GRE's

under 550 (private conver5ation).

Professor David McClelland sharedpe res-ults of work on the

effects of Harvard, which inciudes the,predictive pOwer of SAT,scores

and graduate school perfOrmance on later professibbal success. He

Gya

IFo
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. (59)

6.

1 ,

also' cjte10 theresults of,seyera) studies:done elsewhere. Th .

1 results show almost no effect of increased scores or019her
. . ,

.
.

-'' 'graduate grades.

%.

In order to appreciate theSe reskilts,-it must be remembered

t at only those with fairly,high GRE's are included in these Samples.

yOnd some threshold, Gg's do not ha'Veogreat predictive' power."

It will be.hard for graduate.schools to keep.up the numbers of the

very best potential scholars if enrollments go down, unless propor-
,

(i

.more of tlie very able still. apply.

The Vintage Effect

The argument I will call the "vintage effect" comes in two

varieties:
,

0

Youngfiesearchers do more, or better, or more revolution-

ary resyarch than'older researchers.

(?), YOung scholars beneficially stimulate their elders:

there'is 'generational fynergy.

, Either on both versions are used to contend that a cutback:in the flow.
,*

of yOung scholars will have serious effects on research--effecis that
.%

'd*
. are not meaSureefully just by eonsiderin0 the aggregate \decline'in

Inumber of, researcheri.
0

The vintage effect is'apvrently the 1;Vichpin of severklargu- .

n s Oat the decline of 'tithe. 19,80's and 199Q's will damage U.S.

4
80n some ofthe Statisticell problems here, see Robin M. Oawes, "A

Uase,Study ofmgraduate Admissions: Application of Threp Principles of
Human.Decision Making,' in William.B.,Fairley,and Frederick Mosteler,
eds., Statistics and Public POlicy, Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1977. ,

. For a compai-afive study of thq Predictive validity of tests, see my
'Thocising the Elite," CdTarative Education Review, forthcoming,.Summer 1979.

.4,

.

It
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research and scholarship. Corisider.-Radner and Kuh, for example:

e,

We feel-that'such steady,ipflow of yOunger scholars is-

important for the vitality of U.S. higher education, and

especially for the ability of U.S. science to maintain

its internatjonally pre-eminent place. Older.faculty

may well be better teachers and expositers of research.

findings. Young investjgators may make some "mistakes"

and follow moreewrong leads, buethey also brtng erithu-

siasm and energY to their pursuit ofAnowledge. They are

important to older,faculty, as well."

De4t1 Henry Rosovsky's 1978 Report makes similar.assertions:

Theee are several'dimensions to this threat. Pirst,

the,age structure of American faculties will shift

significantly....This would obviolisly have an impact

on those fields where knowledge advanced.primarily

by young scholars.pu

Interestingly, these arguments, though widely espoused, are

seldomelstered with evidence.. it is true fhat the vintage effect

is hard to gauge. However, at ast with regard to the first version

of the argument, the,available data sugge§A that age does not affect

research productivitY, not even in mathematics and soience.'

Stephen Cole has recently sumMarized arid extended studies of
.

age and research pPodiactivity. We's abstraCk states:
\'

The long-standing belief that age is negatively associated
with scientific productivity and creativity is- shown to be

based on an incorrect analysis of data. Analysis of data

froM a cross-section of academic scientists in six different
fields indicate.that'age has a slight curvilinear relation-

ship with bah quality and'quantity of scientific output.

These reiults.are supported by an analysis of a cohort of .

mathematWans who received,theiir Ph.D,'s between 1947 and

49Radner and Kuh, op. cit., p. 1.

50 '
, ' 4

Henry:Rosovsky,lbean's Report, 1977-1978, Harvard University,

Faculty.of

(A

rts and Sciences (issued gOvember 1978), p. 4.

z

1

0

tk,

(
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9

1950. There was no decline in the quality of work produced
by these Tathematicians as they progressed through their

careers.5I 0

. Cole argues that the major premious Study that Indicated other-

'wise overlooked a sim0e fact. At any one point in time, the popu-

% lation of scientists is likely,to be disproportionately made up of'

yoting people, since over the past few centuries science has been

growing exponentially. Therefore, if one asks, "What proportion of

important discoveries at a given time were made by scientists of

different ages:4" one does not obtain the answer to the appropriate

question, "What proportion of scientists of dffferent ages make

important discoveries?"

Using both cross-sectional and time-series data, Cole examines
(7^

various measures of scientific productivity: number of publications,

number of citations to one's recent publiocations, and age at the

scientist's most significant discovery. "...(N)o matter hOw we

classified 'high quality' work the r4sults remained unchanged" (p. 8)

Scientists are slightly more productive during their forties; "in

most of the fields studied the scientists over the age of .60 were

not much less 'productive than those under 35" (p. 7).

Table 14 summarizes Cole's cross-sectional data on citations in

six fields: His tabul'ar method of presenting the results may give

those over fifty the appearance of tob much Productivity, since 50-59

and 60+ are compared with several five-year intervals (35;39, 40-44,

45-49). Cole's longitudinal data on mathematicians, presented in .(0

,51
-Stephen Cole, "Age and Scientific Performance," Center for the Social

Sciences at Columbia University, Pre-print Series, 1978.

7.1
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Table 14

AGE AND CITATIONS TO WORK PUBLISHED 1,965-,1969, SIX FIek.DS,
MEAN NUMBER OF CITATIONS IN '1971 SCI

Field Under 35

Chemistry 14:4
- (115)

Geology 5.6
(",q) .

Mathematics 2.7
(101)

Physics 11.2
(138)

Psychology . .5.2
(151) .

4'
Sociology .8

A.*

Sturce: COle, '1978, Table

1.

4 me, /
35-39 40-44

,11.4, A.,2
(62) (55)

.>

6.5 7.2
(60) (60)

3.8
(96)

15.1
(153)

6.6
(101)

5.8
(67)

10.8
(111)

6.8
(92) .

1.6 2.4
(60) (41) (40)

(

0,

45-49 56-59

-

60+
,

Total

s,
.18..4
(341.,

..

12.1
.

(61)

/

7.4
( 9)

14.2
(356) \

5.7 2-7 1,1 1 2 5.0
(36) (49 ( 1) (291)

3;4 5.6 5.1
(63)* . (73) (35) c /. (435)

6.8 7.4 15.9 11:5'
(84) (61) (45) .(592)

5.1 3.3 3.3 . . 5.3
(94)

.
(79) (27) - (544)

3.6
(33)

e-
s

1.8 1.5 11.8
(39) (29) (p42)

ee
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Table 15 does not create this confusion however, and displays

quite clearly a roughly constant productivity over mathematicians'

careers. In other tables, Cole shows that those who begin as

high-quality producers usually stay that Way.

How does this argument apply to scholarshib in the humanities

and "soft" social sciences? There is no hard evidence on this

matter, according io Professors Gerald Holton nd Ernest May

(priVate conversations), but the conventional wisdom is that the

most important contributions are made by mature scholars. A csome-

.

what dated statement of this proposition; by an historian with a

.photographic memory, is worth quoting for its beauty:

It is the law of our nature that the mind shall attain
its full power by slow degrees; and this is especially true
of the most vjgorous minds. Young men,.no doubt, have'often
produced works of great merit; but it would be impossible
to name any writer of the first order whose juvenile per-
formancths wthre his best. That all the most valuable books
of history, of philosophy, of physical and metaphysical
science, of divinity, of'political economy, have been produced.
by men of mature years will hardly be disputed. The case may
not be quite so clear as respects works of the imagination.
And yet I know no work of tge imaginatian of the very highest .

class that was ever, in, any age or countty, produced by e
man under thirty-five. Whatever powers a youth may have
received from nature, tt is imposs-ible that his taste and
judOment Can be ripe-,, that his mind can be richly stored with
tnages, that he caW:have observed the vicissitudes of life,
that he can have studied the nicer shades of character. How,

a.Marmontel very serisibly said,'is a person to paint portraits
who has never seen fitces? On the whole I believe that I may,

without fear of con radittion, affirm this, that of the ood

books now extant in tilie world more than nineteen-twentie s

were published after the writers had attained the age of orty.
52

Notice that Macaulay inApdes natural scientists and political economists.

5
Macaulay, p. cit., R.' 749.

4 P7
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Date of Publication

Table 15

MEAN NUMBERS OF PAPERS PUBLISHED ANO CITATIONS TO

THEM FOR COHORT OF MATHEMATICIANS RECEIVINqPHD
'BETWEEN 1947 AND '1950

ci

Mean Number of
Mean Number of - Citations Made

in 1975 SCIPapers Published

Mean Number of
Citations Made .*
in Volume of*SCI
Closest to Time
of Publication

1950-1954 2.4 .84 .33 (1961 SCI)

1955-1959 2.8 1.2 .78 (1961 SCI)

196071964 -2.3 1.1 .96 (1965 SCI)

1965-1970 2.8 1.4 1.4 (1970 SCI)
16

1970-1975 2.6 1.1 1.1 (1975 scI)

-14

Source: Cole, 1978, Table 6.
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Cole's conclustor015:16&pi.onounced:
'"It is unlikely.that

,4

an increase in the mean LibOf our scientists will in and of itself

bring about a meaning-61 decline in our scientific capacity."
53

What about the argument from generational synergy? Several

variants exist. A noble version postulates beneficial intellectual

stimulus'from having scholars of different ages work together. What

is the evidence? Are scientific teams composed of different age group's

more productive? In personal conversation, Professor Gerald Halton

described his recent attempt to find literature on scientific teams:

he said he found almost nothing. (His own recent piece on Enrico

Fermi's team is therefore pathbreaking.)54 He said almost nothing

is known about gendlttional synergy.

A less exalted version of the benefits of the young pertains to

their exploitability. They may substitute for senior professors on

.6

low prestige tasks like undergraduate teaching, serving.on committees,

and so forth. Or, they may provide a necessary cOmplement to the

&enior faculty's 1.'productiori function" for
research,7-playing as it

were, the role of semi-skilled,labor in the master craftsman's shop.

I found little evidence on such matters-;except an occasional anecdote,

such as David Riesman's complaint that senior professors at Harvard

leave too much undergraduate teaching to the juniors:

53Cole, op. cit., p. 27.

54Holton, op. cit., ch. 5.

ef;
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...Harvard's Ardor faculty are much less involve 'th

'undergraduate teaching and culture thah, from the point

of view of undergraduates, might be optimal.:..It has

been difficult to persuade senior faculty of top depart-

mental reputation to pffer General Education courses or

freshman seminars...."'

Nor did I find a careful consideration of Some of the points

raised earlier. What would be the net effects of the decline in

young faculty, were the hypothesized exploitability true? Would
.

research universities be better places or worse, if senior faculty,

were forced to teach more? After the decline, would the senior

faculty (and.the few remaining juniors) have more or less research

money per person to work with? Would the aggregate research result

be more or less productive, and by how much? And so forth.

Now this is not to deny that young academics have different

qualities from older ones. Plausibly, the soctology of universities

wilt be-quite different with a mean age of tenured professors of

fifty-two insteadrof forty-five, and a tenure ratio of over'80 percent

(to use some figures from Fernandez). Pedagogy might be quite different

(whether better or worse is niot immediately evident, however). But'the

argument is,not an obvious one; and an alleged drop in the quality of

research is a fragile point on which to base one's argument. On the

basis of the limited available evidence, the "vintage effectu'applied

to research does not appear to be a sufficient justification for

governmental intervention.

55
David Riesman, "Educational Reform at Harvard College: Meritocracy

and Its Adversaries," in Seymour Martin Lipset and Riesman,,Education

and Politics A Harvard, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1974, pp. 34$, 352.
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We come to the end of this section having considered a large

number of dimensions to the question, "What would happen if-new
S.

Kirings decline?" The discussion leads me, at least,"to doubt

many of the negative effects that are widely assumed. ,Only one

finding falls,on the other side: current methods for identifying

future academic stars before graduateKhool are surprisingly

ineffective. If the decline lead to.greatly reduced graduate

enrollments, graduate schools mj not be able to avoid screening

out some of the very best potential researchers--even if the very

able are proportionally more liKely to appTy.
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The labor market for college and university faculty
has certain distinct characteristics which affect the
operation of the market place: the employing institutions

are nonprofit enterprises; both employers and faculty are
extremely concerned with quality issues; the Internal
market of colleges and universities limits variation in

salaries across fields and is marked by lifetime employment
contracts; the future supply of faculty are "produce&
within the system; the scale of higher education depends

on the demograpq of tile population....For various reasons,
the faculty market islikely to be highly sensitive to
exogenous "shocks," with much of the burden of 00justment

$falling on young faculty and potential faculty."

Why is the prospective decline a public policy question? Why

is it not a private problem, much as a de line in domestic shoe sales

or fluttuations in the price of sugarbe ? Why cannot universities

themselves adjust properly to market changes?

One answer cites the volatility of the labor market for faculty

members in the United States, which historically has.been notable.

Volatility is sometimes considered to be evidence of a "market

failure"--that is, the free hand of market forces may leadto a

non-optimal allocation of resources. Sometimes governments are

therefore moved to intervene, as in the setting of,prices for sugar

or quantities for salmon. Is there a similar market failure for

academic Ph.D.'s?

The answer probably depends more on one's politN than on facts.

There is a difference between spoilable commodities like crops or fish

and durable commodities like learning; a Ph.D. does not become value-

. less if not immediately consumed. In the sciences, the value of an

a

66Fre "The JO M r t for College Faculty," op. cit., pp. 1-2.
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education does erbde, but not nearly as fast as a tomato. 'A fluc-
.

tuation in demand for Ph.D.'s does not therefore lead one to worry

as much as ln some other cases; it is a lbss in welfare for a Ph.D.

to wOit three years till ithe market turns, but the Ph.D. is not "lost." .

Only if fha downswing were very .long indeed would the resource be lost.

(In such a case, the.response would appear more like a long-term
V

es.

subsidy than a short-term "buffer" policy to deal with volatility.)
t. .0

.But should the volatility of the academic labor market be taken

as a given? Is it the normative baseline for public policy?, Might

it not be more properly considered the result of policies over which

universities themselves have control? If so, it might be argued that

what appeOrs to bea market failure at the macro level is really the ,

product of the particular choices of the universities.

For example, consider the tenure system. Much has been written

about its costs and benefitS, and thaf discussion need not be repro-

*
duced here. It is important to note its central role in the problem

under consideration. In.the absence of teKure, what would occur

given a downswing in enrollments?

Only the\most productive faculty at each institution, would be

retained. If young scholars were thought to have a vintage effect,

universities would hire them accordingly. Howe'ver, the absolute

numbers of teachers would decline by the same amount os with tenure

(unless the decline is so great that some schools have more tenured

faculty than they have faculty slots). Therefore, if one is'worried

about new hires or about the quality of research, as opposed to the

pure numbers effect of declining enrollments, part of the blame'should

be placed on the tenure system.
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'Now tenure can be defended on a mber of well-known-grounds, .

including politiCal freedom aRd enabl1g the selection of new hires

to be made by faculty members themselves. ThiS iatter featureMeans',

that'faculty.can selectnew members according to quality,Lwithout

adverSe incentives: Lieihe absence bf tenure, all sorts 'of rionpro-
,

ductive,selection procedureS,might fli)ursish; existAng facultymight

avoid-hiring potential competitors. If one believes...in tenure for

su'ch reasons, does.one tilerefore have to accept the resulting inef-
"

ficiencies?

The answer may be "yes," .although universities do have means at

their disposal for discouraging low-quality tenured faculty. Real

-14

wages may be yaried, for example. Such practices,are ungentlemanly,

4-

arid theY have been infrequent in the recent expansionaey period.' But

they may lvve to be used much more in the _future, as faculty jobs

.become scarce. An appropriate questiod for public policy is this:

.Should the government intervene in the market to save universities

f

from the awkwardness,of.inducing its lets productive tenured members

to leave or retire? As stated above, thIs is more.a question of politics

than of fact. But it is worth noting that what governmental intervention

might really be doing Would be reinforcing the tenure system.

Besides volatility, are there other reasons why the declining

academie labor.market is a public policy issue? 'If research-is loublic

good and if the research effort.will also decline (quantitativery 00-

qualitatively), there is a case for governmental concern; but as we

have seen above, this argument is by no Means straigRtfor rd.

4
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4- One m 1 anticipate:'4, ctistrikkutiorial argRent as well. She.

. .%. %. -
r .

. lio .
explosort n colleges:saki in reduate programs, especially among

1
t t

V

- 11111^' k

' publ ie: InStitutions,, Vas notibie in the 19601's. 'Cutbacks iti -en-'..
,.

-.

rollments may threaten the newly created ,pUblic programs most.
.. . ,

. ,
There` iitay.bearguments of geogrAphical r Other sorts of equity:-

. '-rk "Do noe:3e't Xational Darwinism oper.ate-, fir this.will drtive out
\_ 1

, :, \ ,, .

.-ot-
the hrrschools in>rélt1vely far-flung areas that serve non-elite

s ,

constituencies. \Not tZC a6t.)0iil ensure that the old, elite'insti-
, 4

/* '
t

4 ,

,rt tut ions are the -only suirvivr,;ree" -;- ''' - :

. .

t7mie feeA about such reason,ing. clyearly'-dNpends on vaAes as
,..

, "well as fact
,

s. Wut it is predictable that governdental actfon argued.; , , ,,

t.T At

for on grounds (*)f' efficiency, and the-pullt good of quality research

U.

ill be confro tetl with, and erhaps redirected ,

tributional arqumentrand that the outcome may^ favor neither efficiency

"

gOod research-. Not

Finally, there may Ile an argument that turns o'n. the -"health" of
-co

American stitutions-of higher edu)c,tlon. To sOme, this nealth

apparently requires a rapid rate of 'expansion. To others,. it
4.

* , requiises a Certain scale.
"

A third position might contend that ba1anced age distribution

Iliof.fagulty creates instructional benefjts.: But yy,by would not-
,-

, .57 athan Keyfit compares.the "golden age of America ht6her 'education"
1960's) to chain letter: it Was based,on "the 70trcent-per-annum

expansion of undergraduate education and teaching opportunities," and,- in
the absence of expansion, the chain ultimately breaks...(Keyfitz also

jvtes, however, thaeh lOor even 30 peretnt decline in. higher education
might have 1 ittle effect on reseArch.) Keyfitz, op. 'cit., p. 90.

. ,
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:

universitiesireact 'accordingly, hiring and raising tuition according

N dto the.appi4Opriate principle of maximization?. "Because people would

not pay higher tuitions? But then, are thepurported instructional

benefits worth it?. Or is it a,distributional argument: colTeges
ro.

shOuld'hot make those-attending college pay more, and thereforthe

, government shot* intervene to ensure that college-goers are properly ,

Subsidized?,/ (WhO benefits? The middle classesfl

Arguments from "health",must first shqw why health is affect414
#

the decl.ine, then why universities will not themselves act optimally to
V.

preserve heOlth, and finally how and ,whoni governmental ajtions would

help. The arguments will,be complicated. .Merely citing "the health

of higher education" as something to.be preserved ieMikely to do

little for coestructive convertation,

One finarpoint, though obviousi is often overlooked in discussions

socialcosts of the academic decline. Those who do not enter

academia do not disappear.kom the planet's,surface. p students who

choose law scilool instead of history may create si. , , nefits in that
,

. k
career; Ph.D.'s whc4enter the world of businesi or g rhment'may also

, / ..
.

be socially uselill. Consequently, one cAnnot)simply Up ihe!losses.
A 4

to academia and call them the net xocial cOsts. The "lost generfion"

is not completel lost.

.ot

,

\,4
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VI.

ot,

Whether, 'in principle, oneshould habilitate every
scho;lar who is qualified or whether one ;hould con-

- sider enrollments, and hence give thq exi .,,tstaff

a monopoly to teach--that is an4wkward (1.% : a. It

ts associated with the dual aspect of the b.c.dTic pro-
fessipn, which we shall discuss presently. In general;

one decides in favor of the second alternative."

Much of America's prestige in science and scholarship stems

from Ph.D.'s produced before 1960; only 9600 Ph.D.'s were conferred

ill,that year, and fewer annually before.
59'

Enrollments over the

next twenty pars will4tobably decline, but as Figure 3 displayed

the levels will rem0h wel-labove those of 1970 and earlier. It

is true that academiic4h6pen1ngs decline more rapidly than enrollments,

, and the age steuctu e of current professors will lead to low and then

very hiROyates of retirement, again affecting new hires. But hiring

levels may never go below those of 1960, and the effect of a hiring

cutback onsreseiech is unclear,. f the demand for research stays

constant, the supply of research ffort should nemain constant. The

effect on teaching is also not o vious: the number of professors will

decline, but.so will the number of students. The numbei- of young people

will decline, and so will the number of talented yougg people; on,ly

IQ transplants can alter that demdgraphic fact. TWe is no eVidence

tPat the most able will avoid academia di.S'proportionately as the

market drops and considerable reason to believe they will not. In

58-
Vex Wel)er, "Science as a Vocation; (1918), in Hans firth and C. Wright

,Mills, From Max Weber! ESsays in Sociology, New York, 1Dxford University
Itess, 135137-1"577317-- t,

59
Deitc40, op. cit.' p. 70.
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short, it'is nobViouthere is a PubTiC ipue here.

Not obvious, but saybe. What is the worst case, what Les it

imply, what might be done? *The demographics may lead to a severe

decline in enrollments and an even more severe cutback in new -

academic jobs for Ph.D.'s. , This, in turn, may have unwelcome effects
4

on research: 0

e
Ph.D. granting institutions may become more applied, less

specialized,.more rigid and old-fashioned.

Very able students (as well as.nat-so-able ones ) ny optN"

for non-academic educationS

As greduate enrollments 'drop, ewer of the very able Tay

enter 'even if they ant to, since graduate-schools cannot

identify theM in advance.

So, the quality of'scholarship and research may decline;

many lower-l'e%/e.l colleges and univ&sities may fight with the

best ones Otr funds and*slots, leadinglft further erosion;

and when enrollments finally increase again twenty years
4

hence, American colleges and univers'ities may be quite

different beasts.

What might be done to forestall this uncertainliot possibly Fein-
.

,ful result?

ct

Figure 7 displays the stages at which1overnmenta4 and/or uhiversity

interventions might take place. InterventiOns can be groyped accordingly

to the several stages along,the way:

(0) Improving the admissions'process into graduate,schoolli:_

(2) Supporting graduate students.
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(3) "Screening" the most able during graduate school.

(4) Improving the academit hiring process for new Ph.D.'s.

(5) Improving non-Academic job prospects for new Ph.D.!s.

(6) Creating more jobs in academia by

(a) Subsid4ing entry-level jobs.
/

4 (b) Subsidizing tenurt positions.'

4

(c) Encouraging tenured professors to leave or retire.

-/
4 (7) Creating more jobs in research by fundinOmore researCh.

1
Comments follow on each broad type of proposal. The\alternatives are

60
not, of course, exclusive.

416 11) Improving admissions processes. Currently, it appears to be

4.1

almost impossible to identify future academic stars in the large pool

of applicants to major graduate schotts. If better screening deVices

could be developed, it MIght enable universities to survive a cutback

in gAnt4ties without a proportional decline in quality: However, no

attractive lines of action are evident. Additional reserch, perhaps

by universities themselves, would be welcome, but nothing in the way

of concrete governmental initiatives suggests itself.
61

(2) Supportiu graduate students. Potential students apparently

*,-do calculate the costs as well as the benefits Itf obtaining a Ph.D.

, 6 -,-

0
__

I am grateful to Patricia Early for a discussion of the pros and cons
.of many of these possible initiatives.
61
A simple statistical model may help to explain why simultaneopsly,

.

(1) 2 percent of scholars contribute 25 percent of published research
and (2) these scholars are not identifiable in advance. The Poisson
distribution is often used to model rare and 4ndependent events, such
as traffic accidentS, arrivals in a bank, or typographical errors. In

the case of trfic accidents, for example, it is assumed that each
person has the same probability of having an accident, and the number of

. accidents x which he will have in a given period is given by the
e-A0

I isson formula: P(X=.1) ------, where A is the Poisson parameter
)!

lb



Federal support for graduate study has dramatically declined over ,

time. One possible federal action is to increase the,numbIr of merit-

based scholarships, in order to encourage the most able to obtain
,

the Ph.D. The idea is to prevent the supply of the very able from

responding to the slackening demand for academicians by subsidizing

invbctment in their human capital.

The NBGE has proposed*an increase in merit-based fellowships
dio

to 2000 per year. Currently, the Natipnal Science Foundation awards

550 merit-based scholarships annually. The proposed increase would

include the National Endowment for the Humanities along with the NSF,

alloceing the awards between them.

The proposal has the advantage of encouraging some of the brightest

young people to considgr graduate school more serfously. NBGE would
IF

allow scholars to choose their own fields thus eliminating some of the

haggling over the allocation of awards across fields.

Disadvantages include the inability to identify truly outstanding

scholars in advance, no link to later jobs, and potgntial wrangling

over the allocation of scholars and awards.

representing the propensity to have accidents.
Now suppose a publication is also a rare event (interestingly, 50

percent of the people in a given field will publish one or zero Opers
in their academic lifetime). Suppose publishing also follows a Poisson

. distribution: each person has the-sale probability of publishing a paper
\ in a 'given time period, and the probabilities are independent from period

to period. Even under this strong assumption of equal tx ante, propensity

\,to publish, we still might"observe the top few percent pub...I-TS-King a large

roportion of the articles. The point is that top producers may be on top
y chance"--just as those who have the most accidents may not be accident

,one but unlucky(
This is not Being advanced as a realistic model; in fact, publicatibns

fi an inverse sqqare law, not a Poisson distribution (Price, op. cit). .

Fu ermore, high, groducers early in their career also tend to be so later,

whi h seems to viorate.the Poisson assumption of independence across periods.
The oint,rematns,that,a good part of academic "stardom" may well bp good
fortu t. 89.\
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If 2000 new scholars were funded yearly and 6000 at any one

time, NBGE estimates the program would cost the government $48

milijon per year. This estimate assumes each scholar would receive

$3500 for personal expenses and the institution he attends $4500.

in lieu of tuition. (For each additional $1000 in support, the cost

would rise by $6 million.)

(3) Screening during graduate school. If future academic perform-

ance were not predictable before graduate school but were predictable

after a year or two of graduate study, it might be wise/to admit many

students'and screen them after a probationary period. Unfortunately,

the evidence from a number of studies is that on averi,ge graduate

school grades have no relationship to later academic productivity. In

part, this.phenomenon stems from the limited variability of graduate

grades. To my knowledge, no one has studied the use of grades to

' identify later "outliers."

Some of the pros and cons of this approach are discussed in Dean

Rosovsky's recent report. As in the case of the first option, re-

search seems advisable, but no clear course of federal action seems

warranted by existing evidence.

(4) Improving the academic hiring_ process. I am ignorant of
)-

studies on this topic, but my hunch is that current procedures could

be improved. The postdoctoral fellowship in the sciences seems to

recognize that further information is desirable before contracting

a new Ph.D. as an assistant professor. In a period of decline, hiring

mistakes may be more costly. To make sure the very,best are not

missed, more extensiv postdoctoral research positions might be created.

90
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Under alternative (6), the creation of research positions is dis-

cussed from a different point of view; here, the emphasis is on

improved screening rather than a greater number of jobs.

45) Improving non-academic prospects. If potential Ph.D.'s

weigh the econoTic benefits of the degree, they will calculate,

among other things, the probability of obtaining an academic job

(perhaps, the probability of eventually obtaining tenure). They

5hould also consider their likely prospects should an academic job
0

not turn up. A program to improve the Ph.D.'s non-academic market-

ability should, therefore, raise the attractivehess of graduate study,

which in turn may keep the very best from going,elsewhere. (This is

the economic link between the goat of attracting the very best to Ph.D.

study and the goal of alleviating the Ph.D. glut.)

Professor Ernest May's program to train humanities Ph.D.'s in

business 4'skills is an intriguing example of this policy option. Its

advantage is,its apparent effeetiveness in attracting willing employers

aRd willi g D.'s. It is debatable, however', whether the economic

maximizin model applies to very able potential Ph.D.'s; and it is

debatable wh ther such a program therefore will in fact be a significant

encouragement for them to undertake graduate study. Further evidence

will be welcome; this is an alternative worth following closely.

(6) Creating more jobs in academia. . Several variations may be

distinguished.

(a) Subsidizing entry-level_jobs in research or teaching.

Dr. Frank Press (now President Carter''s'Science Advisor) and several

colleagues produced the Report of the Committee on MIT Research Structure

91
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several years ago, which arguedfor the expansiarof laboratory -

research centers closely cOupled to departthents and.cross-depart-

mental groups. The Idea was to create research institute not sub-

ject to the shortcomings, of the European or Soviet models because

linked to teaching departments. These centers could "bring in young

people, undertake cross-disciplinary research, field research teams

along non-traditional lines, put forward pace-setting, competitive

research proposals." The Repoii Went into details of structure and

the task of implementation,.but it is not obvious that the hoped-for

interaction would in fact occur (between departments, between teaching

and research).

Advantages of the-academic research institute include its eMphasis

on jobs, the connection to existing university activities, and its

potential for entering new areas of reseatch not bound by the departmental

structure.

Disadvantages include the insecyrity and impermanence of the job

openings along with the likely organizational difficulties of estab-

lishing such institutes (or of disbanding them once underway).

,Tbis alternathre's additional Costs to the government are unclear,

Perhaps such institutes would merely be a way to capture on campus the

research jobs created as joint teaching/research jobs decline (see pp.

above), in which case the additional cots would be low.

Roy Radner and Charlotte Kuh have f\roposed the ceNtion of a

counter-cyclical "buffer stock" of researchers. In their Junior Stholars

Program, during trough years the federal government would subsidize re-

10,4rch positions for new Ph.D.'s so that 7500 new Ph.D.'s were hired

92
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annually: The positions would-be eliminated as the academic job

market again turned up. Itis therefore a policy designed to smooth

out thelTographically driven fluctuations in hey hires expected

over the next twenty years.

The advantages are-the possible self-liquidating nature of the

awards and the politcally saleable analogy to buffer stocks in

agriculture and elsewhere.

The disadvantages include the lack of new permanent jobs, the
P

difficulties of designing allocation procedures for the awards. (across

fields, universities, and scholars), the possible divorce of teaching

and research, and the problems of timing the awards to uncertain

troughs.

Radner and Kuh estimate.costs under various aSsumptions about

the levels of enrollment and demand. ,From 1984 to 1999, for example,

three estimates of the annual averami costs are $95.6 million, $42.8

million) and $98.8 million.

,(b) Subsidizin9 tenured positions. Another idea is to

subsidize new, permanent jobs for part of the slack period, with

N, universities guaranteeing the posts thereafter. For example, for

l)1, salary of a new tenured position, with the university paying the

ten years the federal government and the university might split the

full salary thereafter. By opening up tenured slots, new entry-level

4 positions should also become available as juniprs are promoted.

4(1
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The advantages of this measure include its emtilasis on.

permanent, teaching/research positions, its use of existing in-,

stitutions, the possible counter-cyclical use of the awards, the

sharing of costs, and the guarenteed liquidation of governmental

5upport afier a given period of time.

The disadvantages include the difficulties of allocation .icoss

universities, fields, and scholars; the possibility'of.supplanting

rather than augmenting regular university hiring (and the problem

of monitoring a rule of "increMental hires' only"); and the problem
Ab,

of timing the awards optimally.

Costs are difficult to gauge. As an examPle, suppose 500 new

tenured slots are established in each of fifteen consecutive years,

and each slot is 50 percent subsidized by the federal governmenty the

other half paid for by the university. The university pays the entire

salary after the ten-year subsidy period. The 500 tenured slots per

year would be from.an eighth to a tWentieth of total tenured openings

at four-year. nstitirtiOns (there would be unknown variation by field

and type of institution):

Suppose the mean salary is %20,000 and the federal government:

pays half. Real salaries rise by/5 percent a year (for simplicity,

assume all professors paid in year t make the ssame salary). All

figures W-r-;ftrulnded; dollars are \constant dollars. Table 16 gives

the results.



Tabfe 16 ,

ONE PROJECTION OF.COSTS UNDER A PON TO
SUBSIDIZE TENURED SLOTS

(83)

Total

, Number of Slots (000) (000,000)
, Year Being.Subsidized

.
Mean Salary, Total Federal Cost

1

*
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

*14

,

15
,

16

17

18

'

19

20

21,

23

, 24

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000,

3500

4000

4500

, 5000

5000

e,

5000

5000

5000

5000

4500

4000

3500

3000

..
2500

2000 I

1500
,

1000

500

20 $ 5

21

22 16

-23 23

24 30

26 38

27 47

28 IP 56

30 67

31 78
,

33 82

34 86

36 90

38 94-

40 .98

42 94

44 88

46 80

48 72

51 63

53
,

'53

56 . 42

,
59 ..

95 ,,. 61
16
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Other projections appear in Tables 17 and 18.62 The Ow-gram

is expensive: the federal Cost could be over $100,milliom_annua1ly.

A larger program (with new posts each year for ten years) at higher

salaries (say, $25,000) would be even more expe 'ye.,

(c) Encouraging tenured _professors to reti e or,leave.

The effects of.changes in mandaltory retirement- laws oh 'universities

-.are still unClear, as are the'effects Of alternative university

policies to encourage retirement or taking employment elsewhere.,

One proposal.would find.sabbaticals for outstandiri senior 'pro--

festors,,there* opening slots for young.scholaes.' Anothr proposal

discussed by Radner and Kuh,' involves incehtives for Senior facuJt

to retire. That each early retirement would on average free resources.-

to hire half an assistant professor seems a plausible assumption to

Radner and Kuh: The variable age sti'ucture means that a perfectly

counter-cyclical retirement scheme is almosf impossible--_unless, as

is unlikely, incentives for early retirement yary from year to year.
63

-

.

62These calculations were performed by Patricia Early.
.

\

63Radnet and Kuh, pp. 27-32. They citeg.two studies: Hans Jenny, Early .

Retirement, New York, Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association, 1974;

icmerican 'Association of University Professors,.Special Committee on Age
ffsicrimination and Retirement, "The 'Impact of Federal Retirem qt.,A e

Legislation on Higher Education," mimeo, July 1978;4and C. P4tton,

and J. Zelan, A SOrvey of Jnstitutional Practices and an Ass ssment of

..

Possible Options Pélating to Voluntary Rid= and Laa-/Care anges sand l

Early Retirement for University and Col1egeFacu1ty,.prepared for the

National Science -foundation, Contract No. PRM-7624675, November 1977.
. , 1

r'.
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Tables 17 'and 18

OTHER ESTIMATESOF:COSTS OF pRIOUS WAYS TO.7..SNBSIDIZE TENURE SLOTS

(Calculations by Patricia Early,)Kennedy\SchOol)

,

Initial"salary =$18,000; 5% t each year
2000 new posts'each year for 5 years.

. Subsidy to last 5 years.
,Subsidy = 1/3, 172, 2/3

# receiving
Year subsidy. -Salary

(thousands1

1

2

3

4

5

6
-7:

8,

.2

4
6

8
10

6,-

4

18,000
18,900
1-9,845

20,837
21,879
22-,973

24,122
25,328
26,594

Subsidy (millions)
1/3 . 1/2, 2/3

12 18 24
25.2 37.8, 50.4
39.7 59.3 79.4
55.6 83.3' 111.1

7209 109.4 145.9
61.3 91.9 '122.5
48.2 724 96.5
33.8 50.7 67.5
17.7 26.6 35.5 .

Initial salafT-=118,000; 5 4. each year

2000 new posts each yean for 5 years.
Subsidy to last 10 years.
SubSidy = 1/3, 177, 2/3

Year
,

# receiving
subsidy

(thousands)

Salary

.P ,
"Slibsidy (millions)

1/3 1/2- : 2/3

1 2 *18000 12 18 '24

2' 4 18,900 25.2 37.8 50.4-

3 6 19,845 39..7 59.3 79.4

4 -8 : 20;837 55.6 83.3. 111.1

5 10 21,879 72.9 109.4 145.9

6 10 '22,973 76.6 114.9 163.2

7 24,122 80.4 120.6 160.8
8

9

10

t 10

25,328
26,594

84.4
88.6

.126.6

133,0
168.9
17J:3

10

11

10,
.8

27,924
29;320

93.1

78.2
139.6
117.3

486.2'
156.4

12 6 30,786 61.6 92.4 123.1

13. 4 * 32,326 43.1 64.7 86.2

14 ,2 33,942. 22.6 33.9 45.3

(85)
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However, the potential advantages of improving the age structure,

opening up.new tenured slots, 4nd offering choices to older faculty

-members are considerable. This option deserves careful attention.

(7) Funding more research. Anothes, opt:ion focusses attention

--on-the.-demand-for-researth jthesupply -of pesearc-hfunds)-. The 7
.

4emand for

.demand, for

wiversity positions deperlds hot only on the derived.:1.
\

teachers, but also on the derived 'demand for UniVersity-

bawl research; a. similare "accelerator' model" makes new jobs a

funttion of changes in research funds/ Dniversity jilbs might tie

'maintained by channeling mo4 re funds intluniversity research (as

4

advocated, for example, kjh Jerome Wiesner!s November 1978 presentation
NN

to Congress, reprinted in the Chronicle of Higher Educatioh).
%

According to Dr. 4ohn Holmfg)d, a Conlyessional staffed, the

prospects.for increased,real fundjng for basic research aresnot good

*over the next few years (private.conversation). But research funds

might well be used in the 1980's to counterbalance any Adverse trends

that surface then.. Funiling 3000 research jobs at $20,000 per ye4r

-

would cost $60' million for one year; daintaininglhe flow of new.jobs

over time would obviously be even costlier,
s.

Concludihg Remarkj

Thesd alternitives briefly d4cussed here are\neither exclusive

nor exhaustive; and none looks:like a sure political winner., FiveyeArs

ago, it was proposed.in Congress thattdirect. institutioul support be
P

giVen talihiversities--a direct enough answer tal the anticipated decline,

(0

"%;

IPI{..
'4.)
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I '

but one that then was greeted unenthusiastically in Washington. The 2.
Y.1

stings' tlimate no.( abroad.in lgovernment means that

tederaf.aid will be sAteCted to 6reat skepticism.

4.
any proposal for

Even the friends

of higher eduCation, chastisqd perhaps by the overexpaniion of the .
.... . , I. 0 .

. .
a ft . .

e .
.

s

4

l960's and Wi_the_fallurelof.sOme_educators' proMises to_be fulfilled,
eft

may be lukewarm.

The argument for ftderal aid in this case is not a strrightforward

and clearly cOMpelling one,-in pari because the 'putative decline.is

doubtful, in part because a.decline.'s eTfects on die national interest
6

. , are unclear.and in part because'helping higher education cannot
.

/
, ..'

readily be distinguished from helping other sectors that Ilay also face
. , - ,

. .
.

.

.
,

declines or fluctuations,. Nedoubt further studies, especially of, .

i v

.4

I.,

r

what'motivates abN futuresscholars, and of the job.situation by field -

).

Aacid.type.of institution,.wjll help in constructing kmoreicomincing

: case. But much of.the argument,depends not on concrete didence (of
.4

a Tack of tenured jobs, for, example), but,o

the effects should the worst case ertiue..

forAramatic calls to action-, based on,hard

n:careful,reasoning about

11

t is,pot a time, therefore,

Las; rather, ot.- a

-

warning flag, a call,for specific attention to key empirical issues,

x- arid a careful discussion,:necessarily uncertain and vialue-laden, of

-the possible effects.

,

4

4

JP*
rIr
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